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In every contest, one competitor takes the lead! 
For quality, taste, and good old fashioned friendly and efficient service, 

we at Community Fund Raising have taken that lead! 

Our very popular flavours are; 

"Swiss Style", (full cream milk 

chocolate, creamy-smooth as only 

a traditional Swiss recipe and 

production methods can produce) 

"Touch Of Mint", (full cream milk 

chocolate with a subtle mint flavour 

throughout), "Honey Crunch" 

(full cream milk chocolate with tiny 

pieces of delicious honeycomb), 

and "Rum & Raisin", (rich dark chocolate with rum 

essence and juicy raisins), all made to the highest 

standards, right here in Australia. 

Half of everything you sell is clear profit 
for your school/club. 

There are six small carry boxes in each carton (min. order 

is two cartons, though flavours can be mixed, e.g. three 

boxes of each), twenty bars in each 

carry box. Bars cost you $1.00 and 

sell for only $2.00 each (almost a 

"throw-away coin" for many people 

today). 

We supply all the record sheets you 

will need to conduct your fund 

raising with the minimum of fuss 

and ease of control, plus a 

personalised "master letter" for 

your sellers, setting out handy hints and the details of the 

great incentive program we will tailor for maximum 

motivation of your members. Your school/club name will 

be provided on large labels to adhere to each carry box, 

readily identifying your school/club as the recipient of 

the funds. 

Phone us today for samples. 
The "taste test" alone will win us 

your order! 

Qld. Office:  42 D'Aguilar Rd. N.S.W. Office: ESP GROUP, 11A Hudson Ave., Vic. Office: 16 Brentwood Drive, 
prn 	  

The Gap. 4061 Castle Hill, 2154 Glen Waverley, 3150 

Ph: 	(07) 3300 9006 Ph: 	(02) 899 5969 Ph: 	(03) 9574 8820 

lir  Fax: 	(07) 3300 6005 Fax: 	(02) 899 5121 Fax: (03) 9574 8820 
COMMUNITY Free: 	1800 555 906 
FUND 

Free: 	1800 555 906 Free: 1800 555 906 

RAISING Email: chocolat@thehub.com.au  W.A., S.A: Please phone Toll Free for local manager. 

Allan & Margaret Radford 
Queensland 

Roger & Liz Parsons 
New South Wales 

tiAR.K CHOCOLATE SUP REIVIE` 
For those with discerning good taste! Yuen 



"Yes, you can raise more money with less effort 

by working smarter, not harder!" 

Consider this! II) and cut our margins to keep our price to you at 
just $1.00 a bar wholesale, we'd more than make 
up for it by selling a lot more chocolate. After 
all, a better tasting chocolate is a whole lot easier 
for you to sell, especially when parents sell them 
at work. The repeat sales will delight you! 

Wouldn't it stand to reason that if you could 
sell the most popular product in Australia, 
giving you the greatest return for effort in a 
market that is never saturated, and sold at a 
convenient "small change" price, that your 

committee would raise a lot more money with 
less effort? As an added plus, it's obtainable 
from a supplier that provides the industry's most 
generous and effective incentive programme. 

COMMUNITY 
FUND 
RAISING 

$1 profit from our $2 bar raises 
50% more funds than $1 profit 

from a $3 item! 

  

The facts speak for themselves. 

Australia is now the fourth largest consumer of chocolate 
in the world per head of population! And chocolate bars 
are the favourite adult snack, usually eaten within an hour 
of purchase. Just think, every chocolate bar bought this 
morning was eaten before lunch time today, and those 
same consumers will be out there buying another bar from 
someone again tomorrow. 

It's true! Not all chocolate is 
created equal. 

Even when the contents labels look the same, it's the 
proportion of each ingredient relative to the others, and 
how you nurture it during manufacture, that really make 

the difference. When we were doing our market research 
here at Community Fund Raising to choose the quality of 
our chocolate bars, we found, like you I'm sure, an 
enormous variation in type, taste, and texture. Some 
chocolate tasted like a low grade cooking compound even 
when it wasn't. Others tasted fine for the first few bites 
then were noticeably too rich and oily. 

Does the taste really affect the amount of 
funds you raise? You better believe it! 

It wasn't easy, but we're sure you will agree with our market 
research results that we've "hit the jackpot" in choosing 
the special dark and full cream milk recipes we have in 
our four varieties. Sure it costs us more to produce, but 
we figure that if we offer you a superior tasting chocolate 

It's true! Do the sums and you will quickly realise for 
example that sales of say $3,000 worth of our $2.00 bars 
will give you a clear profit of $1,500 (50% of sales), 
whereas $3,000 in sales from a $3.00 item which also 
gives $1.00 profit per item, means that for the same sales 
effort you only get to keep $1,000 (33.3% of sales)! 
Why settle for less? Also, if you offer a choice of one, 
people generally buy only one. However, if you mix the 
contents of each carry box and offer a choice of all four 

in our delicious range, people very often buy three or even 
four. Retailers call it merchandising, you'll call it extra 
profit. Don't you like a choice when you buy something? 

Our very generous offer 
of more free boxes. 

We offer one free carry box (worth $40 when sold) for 

each 20 you buy, i.e. 400 boxes purchased will give you 
twenty free boxes which will provide $800 extra to convert 
to a lot of quality prizes from our range or of your own 
choosing. 

Yes, it really does matter what you offer and just how 
you structure your incentive program if you're really 
serious about generating maximum support. We offer 
a range of popular electrical products* ranging from 
personal AM/FM stereo cassette players with headphones 
and belt clip, to three piece stereo CD sound systems -
and your supporters don't have to sell a truck load to 
get a decent prize either. We also have an exciting range 
of discounted holiday weekends for two adults, or even a 
family of four, staying at popular holiday resorts*, and 
all paid for from the proceeds of your free carry boxes. 

* Electrical products may vary due to availability. Holiday incentive offers may not be available in all areas. 
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Free: 1800 555 906 

Need to Raise Funds? 
Our generous incentive rewards will ensure greater 

success than you ever thought possible! 

If you sell 60 carry boxes you can give away all of these 

and you make $1,200 in 3 weeks! 
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CHIEF COMMISSIONER'S MESSAGE 

Welcome 
AVE you ever wanted 

to 	undertake 	a 

particular project with 

your unit? Has one of 

your members wanted 

to attend a special 

course such as a canoeing, first aid, or 

even an Outwards Bound course but 

you don't have the finances to allow you 

to do so? 

The Australian Association is very 

fortunate to have the Gregory 

Fellowship, which was established in 

1991 by the Sidney Myer Fund in 

recognition of Mr Reg Gregory's long 

service to the Fund and to the Girl 

Guides Association. The Fellowship 

provides partial or total funding for 

selected projects which will benefit 

guiding, both in Australia and overseas. 

Some of the projects include the 

wetlands at Soreham in Victoria, 

assisting Amanda Kelly to attend Camp 

Sadaka (the United Nations High 

Commissioner for Refugees camp in 

Kenya), where she worked with 

refugees living in the camp, a member 

to undertake a canoe course, financial 

assistance to help with training and 

development of new member countries 

in the Asia Pacific Region and funding a 

marketing course for the Australian 

Public Relations Adviser. 

Each and everyone of you can 

access 	this 	fund. 	Region 

Commissioners have the guidelines and  

application forms. Applications are 

usually considered at the end of March 

and the end of September each year. 

The Committee would be delighted to 

receive applications—the nature of the 

project is only limited by your 

imagination! 

I do hope that the committee will 

have many submissions to consider in 

September. Please take this wonderful 

opportunity to allow members to extend 

their knowledge and skills. 

Members were busy over Easter 

attending the Lones Leaders Training at 

Glengarry, NSW and at the Tassie 

Together, the gathering for ranger 

leaders in Tasmania. These events 

allow our members to work together and 

to share the wonderful fellowship for 

which our Association is renowned. I 

appreciate that these leaders have 

given up the opportunity to share this 

special time with their families to attend 

these events. My thanks goes to you all 

and your families for giving up this 

valuable time to the Association. It is 

these events which ensure that our 

leaders are trained so the girls have the 

program presented to them in an 

interesting and informative way. 

My best wishes to you all. 

Janette Lockhart Gibson 

Chief Commissioner 

Cover photo: Kate and Amy Dodd, 2a 

Beecroft Brownie Guide Unit. 
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NATIONAL & WORLD UPDATE 

New Peace Pack 
Modules 

The final Peace Learning Modules— 

Nationalism 	and 	Pluralism 	and 

Diversity—are now available from your 

state association. 

The modules contain a number of 

learning experiences to help the girls 

fully understand and experience the 

topics under discussion. 

They are part of a series of 12 

modules developed to support the 

Peace Initiative of the World Association 

of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts 

(WAGGGS) and the organisation's goal: 

Education for a Changing World. 

From 1993-1996, through the 

WAGGGS Peace Initiative, WAGGGS 

Member Organisations in 134 countries 

will actively renew individual and joint 

efforts to make peace a reality. 

UN consultative status 

Do you know that the World Association 

of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts 

(WAGGGS) has consultative status at 

the United Nations? It holds consultative 

status with UNESCO (Category A), 

ECOSOC (Category II), UNICEF, FAO, 

UNIFEM, WHO, UNEP and ILO. 

WAGGGS 	has 	volunteer 

representatives in Geneva, Paris, New 

York, Rome, Nairobi and Vienna. Their 

job is to liaise between WAGGGS and 

the UN agencies in their cities. Amongst 

other duties, they attend meeting and 

events of the United Nations, its 

agencies and international government 

organisations, inform the World Bureau 

of meetings and events which need 

follow-up action, and advise the World 

Bureau of the availability of funding 

sources. 

Breakfast for Unifem 

Guides were well represented when 

over 8,000 women in 18 centres 

attended UNIFEM breakfasts around 

Australia to celebrate International 

Women's Day. 

The Australia wide program is a 

positive way to celebrate International 

Women's Day and support UNIFEM in 

its drive to provide direct technical and 

financial support to women's projects 

throughout the developing world and to 

improve the livelihood of families and 

the community. 

r 	  
Heritage Centre 

Driving Success 

National Executive Officer Gail Midgley is making sure the public knows guiding is 

going places! Her number plates which spell GUIDES are hard to miss! 

Dress down for charity 

Friday is Dress Down Day at national office. 

Staff who choose to wear casual clothing 

donate $1.00 to a selected charity, and 

visitors are also encouraged to 

donate. This year, all monies 

raised will be donated to 

)1the Bus for Kiribati fund. 

It's a simple and easy way 

to raise money ... why not 

start a dress Down Day day at 

your place of business and help 

the dream to buy a bus for 

Kiribati come true! 

Travelling to the United Kingdom? 

Why not visit The Guide 

Association's exciting new 

visitor's centre which opened in 

February 1996. 

The Heritage Centre, which is 

located at the Commonwealth 

Headquarters, in London, uses 

activities 	and 	stimulating 

interactive displays to trace the 

story of guiding from its roots to 

the present day and beyond to 

future challenges. 

Part of the exhibition is entitled 

'Guiding in the Wider World'. The 

focus of the exhibition is a large, 

globe showing a selection of 

photographic images form each of 

the eight world areas, including 

photos of guiding in action in 

Australia. 
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AUSTRALIAN GUIDE PROGRAM 

   

BIG 

A II girls enjoy the opportunity 

to make decisions about 

activities to include iv,  their 
..,  

Guiding program. Wig enth i
r

amil 

coming from all directions, some 

direction is needed as to how to get the 

most out of brainstorming sessions! 

The new Australian Guide Program's 

decision-making process will be 

developmental and suitable for girls of 

all ages and levels of experience, 

helping them get the most out of their 

brilliant ideas. 

The program aims to develop 

listening, negotiating and evaluating 

skills. 

A sequence of decision making 

based on the Patrol System could be: 

• 

	

	Pre-patrol: The whole group of 10 to 

15 girls present their individual 

ideas for discussion. Younger 

girls are full of ideas! They 

do not see any difficulty in 

performing 	seemingly 

impossible tasks and it will be the 

leader's role to help them select suitable 

activities. 

For girls who are just learning to give 

suggestions and make decisions, this is 

the place to start. Procedures such as 

gaining a majority or reaching a 

consensus should be used to select 

which ideas are to be evaluated and 

developed. 

s 

be 	formalised 

into the patrols we 

are familiar with, or may continue as 

informal groups, based on common 

interest and experience. 

Four to six girls is the most workable 

size. It may then only be necessary for 

the group spokesperson (patrol leader) 

to attend a decision making meeting 

(patrol leaders' council). 

Decisions should then be taken in 

two areas: 

1. activities which one group (patrol) 

wishes to carry out, in which case the 

group leader reports it as a plan and the 

leader notes what is to occur.  

b 

2. activities to be carried out by the 

whole unit on which must be agreed to 

by all members. 

Tlicacih 	ortive role in 

this girls' planning 

according to the types of activity 

proposed. She must monitor safety and 

work with the girls if she needs to 

facilitate activities. She must, however, 

know when to step back. 

• Post Patrol: As they mature, 

girls will be inclined to work 

as a group, making 

decisions for in accordance 

with approved procedure as 

they mature. 

There will be times 

individuals follow their own plans which 

do not require consultation with other 

members, but about which information 

could be shared informally. 

The leader's task is to be a friend and 

confidant, a sounding board for ideas, 

and to boost morale when needed. 

At all stages of decision making, 

working together should promote 

sharing, team work, team building, 

problem solving, shared leadership, 

responsibility and communication. 

The experiences of decision making 

will give the girls ownership of the 

program and should also equip them 

with communication and negotiating 

skills they will need in life. 

Margaret Eustance 

Queensland 

• Early Patrol 

For older girls or larger 

groups, informal smaller 

groups of six to eight could 

discuss ideas accepting or rejecting 

suggestions made in the group. The 

preferred suggestions could then be 

pres ted to the 	oul €) 

spokesperson who can decide if they 

wish to be involved in the activity. On 

occasions, the group may divide so that 

several activities may occur at one time. 

The leader's role at this stage is 

expressed in the 1985 Australian 

Leaders' Handbook. The leader's role is 

"to lead them to think things through and 

arrive at a practical solution—this 

requires 	time, 	patience 	and 

understandkv 	be;" "a but cad be a rewarding 

experience and the girls feel it is their 

program and their unit". This philosophy 

has not changed! 

• Patrol: As girls become more 

competent in the 

0 	use 	of 

O  small group 

discussion, the 

Q groups could 

which varies 
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Putting 'Their Heads Together 

Left to right: Nicole Treloar, Sarah Butler, Tanya Raftis, Erin Weston, Rachael 

Moore and Natasha Hendrick Photo: Kate Moore, NSW 
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Young Adults Only 
No one would disagree that 

guiding is a youth 
organisation. More to the 

point, no one would 
disagree that our youth 

have a big say in 
developing our program! 

SEVEN women with a lot to say about 

the direction guiding is taking are 

Natasha Hendrick (Queensland), Nicole 

Treloar (Northern Territory), Rachael 

Moore (Tasmania), Tanya Raftis 

(Western Australia), Erin Weston 

(Victoria), Kate Moore (New South 

Wales) and Sarah Butler (South 

Australia). 

So what is all the noise about? It's 

about the recommended adult program 

created by these seven dynamic women 

at January's 	Program and Training 

Conferences. 

The program is based on the World 

Association's classification of young 

women which recognises them to be 

between the ages of 18-30 years. As 

such, the new Australian Adult Program 

has been developed to meet the needs 

of guiding women between the ages of 

18 and 30 years. 

"No one can imagine the excitement 

that ran through our discussions," said 

Kate Moore, NSW representative. "We 

are all aged between 18 and 25. We are 

leaders or rangers or both! We all want 

the same out of guiding, as do the 

hundreds of people we met at the 

conference," she said. 

"We want flexibility and to challenge 

ourselves at our level. We want to know 

what is going on for our age group. We 

want to be responsible for information  

and the way it is transmitted. We want to 

retain the traditions and fundamentals of 

guiding and we want to open up these 

opportunities to more of our guiding 

peers". 

Contents 

Essentially, the new program 

emphasises the importance of 

communication. The Association aims 

to provide a meaningful program to adult 

members who are unable to undertake 

the responsibilities of a unit leader by 

developing a support network for them. 

Automatic membership for all women 

aged 18-30 years will ensure the 

program receives the necessary input in 

areas of the four elements; the guiding 

fundamentals and self government. It is 

recommended that the program is self-

governed. Units will tap into a region 

network, which in turn will link up with a 

state network. A state committee will be 

necessary for this process of self-

government. 

The proposal for the new adult 

program was unanimously supported by 

the 1996 Australian Program 

Conference. 

"Everyone has been very positive. 

Sure, it takes some time to know how 

much we have gained. It is hard for 

rangers to lose their name and distinct 

colour, but it is a shift in generation and 

thinking that makes the light at the end 

of the tunnel all that much brighter". 

"It's worth tracking down your state 

youth representative at the Program and 

Training Conferences to make sure 

you're clued up on what is going on," 

said Kate. 

"We're not hard to find—we're the 

ones still buzzing with excitement". 

Article submitted by Kate Moore, NSW 18-

25 Representative, Program and Training 

Conferences. 

GiA May 1996 	 6 
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Pieces from the past 

"DURING a year so much may happen 

through circumstances over which we 

imagine we have no control. This is, I 

think, is a very general feeling. So many 

of us are different regarding our 

personal power. How many of us realise 

how important is the individual in the 

great scheme of international goodwill? 

Every destructive thought, every rumour 

repeated, can do untold harm in a world 

where humanity is struggling towards 

the light of peace. Every individual of 

goodwill can guide his own circle into 

the way of peace, simply by remaining 

calm at times of panic, optimistic in the 

face of depression, tolerant when 

prejudice condemns. 

"It is so easy to allow oneself to 

panic, to look on the blackest side when 

the newspapers are full of tragedy and 

violence. It is so easy to be critical, of 

friends and colleagues, of ideals and 

religions, of other nations. It requires 

greater strength than many of us 

possess to remain resolute, when 

common sense seems to give us the lie, 

when public opinion is against us, when 

it is so much easier to adopt the same 

attitude as our friends, and as such a 

temptation to 'cap the last story'. We are 

not strong enough to stand alone, but 

there is a vast fount of strength and 

courage upon which we may draw if we 

will put ourselves in turn with the spirit of 

God and let that inner strength inspire 

us. 

Browsing through back 
issues of The Guider and 
The Waratah, Kate Moore 

found a message from 
the editor which she 

believes is as relevant 
today as it was in 1938. 

Written on the eve of 
the Second World War, 

the article gives an 
insight into the turbulent 

times ahead. 

"Each one of us is important in the 

scheme of world progress. It is with the 

individual, in his own small scheme of 

life, that the work of ushering in the 

higher civilisation must begin. 

"Presumably all of you who read this 

are thinking women, or you would not be 

guiders. As guiders you hold such a 

responsibility that it is a sin against 

humanity every time you allow yourself 

to swerve from the path of peace, 

everytime you let yourselves admit even 

the possibility of defeat, every time you 

contribute to the discouragement by 

retailing unnecessarily a depressing 

rumour. There may be much that is evil 

in the world today, but there is also 

much that is good. How many people 

realise the work which is being done 

internationally, and has been done, ever 

since the Great War, by associations 

such as Save The Children Fund, for 

instance? How many people know the 

actual world membership of our own 

guide and scout movements; how many 

understand the work of peace which we 

are doing? 

"Let us remember in times of 

discouragement, those guides and 

scouts of other countries, whose eyes, 

like ours, are turned towards the light. 

They are in tune with the infinite spirit of 

goodwill, and each one is a definite 

force for good in the world. In spite of 

setbacks we are moving forward 

towards a new age of tolerance and 

understanding. 

"As I listened to the New Year's Eve 

broadcast I looked about me for a motto 

with which to arm myself before 

stepping off into another year. It came to 

me out of the ether, in the chanting 

voices of the BBC Choir: Be strong and 

of good courage, fear not, not be afraid 

of them, for the Lord thy God, He it is 

that doth go with thee; He will not fail 

thee nor forsake thee. 

"On Thinking Day, 1938, let us 

resolve to look ever more steadfastly 

towards the light, knowing the strength 

which upholds us, knowing that, the 

world over, countless others are sharing 

our determination, inspired by the same 

spirit of goodwill". 

Our Australian Guide Program is a 

new era. The light is shining—bright 

and strong. 

Kate Moore 

NSW 18-25 Representative 

Program and Training 

Conferences 
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A Promise filled 
with bush tucker.... 

the continuing story 

T
hose who enjoyed last month's 

feature article "A Promise filled 

with bush tucker" will be 

interested in the latest chapter of 1st 

Kalumburu Guide Unit. Western 

Australia's first Aboriginal guide unit. 

You may recall some uninvited 

guests disrupted the Kalumburu Guide 

Unit's end of year celebrations. 

Determined not to let this experience 

spoil everything that had been achieved, 

guide leader Leonie Tinley set her unit a 

special Thinking Day challenge. 

Leading up to Thinking Day, the girls 

studied the customs, games and the 

language of the Sri Lankan people. It 

wasn't all hard work though—Leonie 

took the unit to the Oka River as a 

reward for their efforts. 

The riverbanks provided a beautiful 

spot for a picnic and games and gave 

Leonie an ideal opportunity to test her 

unit's teamwork—would they be able to 

meet the challenge? 

"I asked the unit to make a rope 

bridge across the river. This was really  

for me to see if they could put the skills 	skills which they can use to construct 

they have learned in guiding into 	their next rope bridge. 

practice," explained Leonie. 	 "I will teach them knots that would 

From all reports, it seems the 	have been useful on Thinking Day and 

Kalumburu Guide Unit passed the test 	later I'll set another challenge—this time 

with flying colours and had fun at the 	to construct a rope bridge that keeps me 

same time! 	 dry!!" said Leonie. 

'Everyone had a ball. It was terrific to 	On Thinking Day, time was set aside 

see the girls who fight, tease, swear and 	to contemplate what Thinking Day 

cause trouble at school working means to each guide. 	Everyone 

together as a team to construct 	enjoyed the cake Leonie decorated with 

something to play on," said Leonie. 	icing which depicted the World Flag. "It 

was a highlight for the girls. They have 

now learnt why the World Badge has 

such significance." 

Thinking Day provided the 

Kulumburu Guide Unit with a very 

positive start to the year and it seems 

the word has spread about the unit's 

exciting activities. Leonie now has a list 

"I'm hoping these activities have 	of girls waiting to join the unit and to be 

helped make the girls aware that 	part of all the fun! 

guiding is universal and not just for 	 Thea Brown 

`gardiya' (white city kids)". 	 Region Commissioner 

Before her next trip to the Oka River, 	 Western Australia 

Leonie will teach her unit basic knotting 

"These activities have made 
the girls aware that guiding 

is not just for `gardiya' 
(white city kids)." 

GiA May 1996 	 8 
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4th Burnie Brownie Guides 
take a break in the 

Tasmanian Wilderness 

FEATURE 

what about the 

Leaders . 
much has been said about 

falling membership. We 

should all be concerned about 

it, and it is hoped the new Australian 

guide program will address some of the 

problems. 

We have "Creating Our Future" 

catering for the needs of the guides, the 

newly appointed youth advisers and 

their committees looking into the needs 

of the older youth members, and trefoil 

guilds catering for those no longer 

actively involved with units. 

Who have not been mentioned? The 

leaders! I'm not saying we have been 

forgotten—what I am suggesting is that 

as a group, leaders need a higher 

profile. 

How often have units closed, not 

because of a lack of girls, but because 

of a lack of leaders? Why do leaders  

leave the movement? Has a survey ever 

been done to find the reason? How 

many parents see guiding as a 'club' 

they can send their daughters to, and 

then pull them out when something 

perceived to be better comes along? 

Perhaps they do not see guiding as a 

great Movement that can be enjoyed for 

life. Why? Because the benefits of 

guiding to the leader are not publicised. 

We have to spread the message that 

guiding offers endless opportunities to 

women. We have to show parents and 

the general public that guide leaders 

have status and publicise the skills we 

learn through our training programs 

How many career advancements 

have been made possible through skills 

learnt in guiding? How many challenges 

have we met because of our 

involvement as leaders? We must  

convince women that guiding is 

desirable for them and their daughters. 

We must nurture new leaders. 

Encourage them to attend a variety of 

trainings to learn and to improve skills. 

Make them feel welcome and needed. 

Tell people about the fun of being a 

guide leader; the friendships you make, 

the opportunities to travel to locally, and 

to attend state, national and 

international events. 

Form social groups in your district or 

region and be seen enjoying coffee 

evenings, movies, camps whatever 

takes your fancy. Guiding is what you 

make it—and you can make it great; but 

you must let girls and women of all ages 

from six to 60 plus know that guiding is 

for you!. 

Julieanne Raymond 

Queensland 

T he 4th Burnie Brownie Guides 

experienced the beauty of the 

Tasmanian wilderness during an 

Outdoor Fun Group Badge Expedition to 

Cradle Mountain, Tasmania. 

A parade of brownie guides assembled 

at the bottom of the mountain, keen to add 

another badge to their collection and well-

prepared for the long hike ahead. 

A few sore muscles did not deter 

anyone—the enthusiasm and determination 

of the group found us at Marions Lookout 

before we knew it, and no one was too tired 

to enjoy the spectacular view. 

Lynn Templar 

4th Burnie Brownie Guides 

Tasmania 
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Q: 
	

Should I wait till July to buy 

a new uniform? 

A: 
	

The uniform is currently 

under review. If it does 

change, 	it 	will 	not 

necessarily be introduced 

on 1st July, so continue to 

buy your uniforms as you 

need them. 

FEATURE 

Survey says 

To determine the customer's 

wants, a survey was distributed to 

members via state associations to find 

out what they thought about the 1996 

Australia Girl Guide Calendar. 

Purchased mainly by adults, most 

buy it for personal use or as gifts. About 

half purchase it for the girls or for public 

relations purposes. 

Sell it like it is! 

Many respondents thought the 

calendar should have been marketed 

as a diary, and most liked the new size 

"The calendar in its present format is 

handy to slip into your bag", they 

claimed. However, at least a third of the 

respondents wanted to return to the old 

size. 

Many commented the size of the 

boxes are too small and there was not 

enough space to write personal 

messages. In fact, the date boxes are 

exactly the same size as the previous 

guiding calendars. 

Want a date? 

Most were happy with the 

dates published, but have 

asked for the school 

holidays to be included. 

A few were disappointed to 

see the multi-cultural dates 

had been deleted and felt 

this undermined the 

Association's hard work to 

promote guiding to the 

multi-cultural communities. 

This was not the intention! The 

dates were not included as it is difficult  

to represent the large number of 

cultures living in Australia, and as such 

the decision was made to only include 

public holidays. 

Cover up 

"The cover needs to be stronger for 

wear and tear in handbag and to last 

the year". 

Generally, the cover photo was not 

popular. "The cover lacks inspiration" 

.... "it doesn't represent the whole 

guiding image" 	 "it 

appears only guide age 

girls were used. 

Photos from all 

sections would have been 

more appropriate." 

Bring back the photos! 

Survey after survey brought the cry 

"Bring back the photos", which 

appealed especially to customers who 

purchase the calendars as overseas 

gifts. "I have in the past used the 

calendar as a gift for overseas because 

of the immense value of the photos—

and also as a PR tool. I would not buy 

the 1996 calendar for looks or 

practicality," summed up the feelings of 

many respondents. 

Format 

"Go back to the old design," they cried! 

Having a provision for hanging was 

popular request, as was the need to 

have weekend days to be side by side. 

What now? 

The survey results were discussed at 

the Retail Managers Meeting in 

February 1996 and will be used as the 

basis for developing the new calender. 

Thank you to all who responded. Your 

feedback is invaluable! 

Nadine Cattell 

National Communications 

Manager 
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You ought to be 

Congratulated 
FOR many years 

people have been rewarded for their 

outstanding achievements with a 

lasting token of recognition. In that 

respect, guides are no different. Take 

your guide badge for example. You 

probably haven't thought too much 

about what goes into the manufacture of 

a guide badge, but one company 

certainly has. One hundred years in the 

business of making medallions and 

badges has meant that A.J. Parkes Pty 

Ltd knows exactly what goes into a 

guide badge (besides all the hard work 

you put into earning them)! 

This year, A.J. Parkes celebrates its 

hundredth year of manufacture, a 

milestone that has lead them through a 

great deal of Australian's history. 

The company has had a long 

association with the Girl Guides 

Association, and you will find their name 

on the back of many metal guide 

badges. 

The guides certainly aren't their only 

customers. Every year, three to four 

million badges are manufactured on 

site. Badges are made for all sorts of 

companies and events. From name 

badges to those used by the police and 

emergency services, and badges for a 

wide variety of clubs and community 

groups. They have commemorated 

hundreds of occasions, identified 

thousands of groups and teams and 

rewarded millions of people, just like 

you. Working from Sailsbury in 

Brisbane, A.J. Parkes has produced  

medallions for prestigious events such 

as the 1982 Commonwealth Games, the 

1987 World Veteran's Games and the 

World Gymnastics Championships of 

1994. 

Next time you receive a guide badge, 

turn it over and take a look at the back. 

If you find the name A.J. Parkes, then 

you know that not only does your badge 

represents a long standing tradition in 

guiding, but part of a long tradition in 

Australia's manufacturing history. 

Afti.PARKE 
ESTABLISHED 

1.896 

WARNING 

IT IS NOW ILLEGAL TO 
USE YELLOW FIRE 

EXTINGUISHES 

Halon is a firefighting agent used 

in Australia since the 1970s. 

Although an effective fire 

extinguisher, it is also one of the 

most ozone-damaging substances 

we know of. Halon fire 

suppressants can be 16 times 

more damaging to the 

environment 	than 	CFCs 

(Chloroflurocarbons). 

Two of the most widely used halons 

are found in portable yellow fire 

extinguishes and fixed flood fire 

suppression systems. 

In 1992 a National Halon Bank was 

established by the DAS Centre for 

Environmental Management (DASCEM) 

to provide a safe and convenient way to 

dispose of halon. Although halon will 

continue to be available for essential 

uses, surplus halon will be recycled and 

eventually destroyed. 

Check your local guide hall to ensure 

your fire extinguisher is not an 

environmental health hazard! If you find 

a yellow fire extinguisher in your home 

or guide hall, take it to your local fire 

station for recycling. Fire station staff will  

accept, free-of-charge, yellow fire 

extinguishes from domestic users and 

non-profit 	organisations 

such as the girl 

guides. They will 

also give you 

advice on alternatives to 

halon fire extinguishes 

such as carbon dioxide 

(CO2) fire extinguishes 

and fire blankets. 

If you have any 

questions call the 

Halon Bank toll free 

on 008 658 084. 
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TODAY'S WOMAN 

S
ue Ride is a real Territorian. She was born in Alice 

Springs and has lived in the Territory all her life. 

Sue's early years on the fringes of the Australian 

outback have left her well-prepared for the 

challenges of the girl guide movement. 

Sue joined the 1st Alice Springs Brownie Unit in 1954 at 

the age of seven. She then went on to 

guides and in 1966 became leader of the 

aboriginal unit, the 1st Amoonguna 

Brownie Unit. 

She has been heard to say she had little 

choice about becoming a leader, her 

mother-in-law 	was 	the 	division 

commissioner and Sue felt it would be 

unwise to say no! 

Sue has some fond memories of her 

earlier years as leader of Australia's first all-

Aboriginal brownie unit. The children were 

brought in from the mission each Saturday 

and, for many of them, the brownie guides 

provided welcome relief from the rigours of mission life. 

used to take the girls out to Wigglys Waterhole, just north of 

Alice Springs. We'd spend the day cooking on the open 

campfires and swimming in the waterhole," said Sue. 

After leaving school, Sue worked in the laboratory at the 

Animal Industry Branch where testing for both animal and 

human disease was carried out. Those who know Sue might 

find it hard to believe this one time Sunday School teacher 

14orthern 

xposure 
ever had blood on her hands—part of Sue's job involved 

collecting buckets of blood from the abattoir for use in disease 

research! Needless to say, she learned to cope with almost 

any situation very early in her career—and the girl guides 

have certainly provided her with more than a few tricky 

situations! 

Sue became a member of the South Australia/Northern 

Territory Training team in 1981 and in 1983 gained her 

Training Certificate in the brownie guide section—both firsts 

for the Northern Territory. Sue travelled to Adelaide for her 

assessment. It was sink or swim! Sue was used to training 

four or five leaders at any one time but in Adelaide she had 40 

trainees in a very old building with noisy wooden floors. It was 

a nerve racking experience, but Sue 

remembers with appreciation the support 

and friendship shown to her that weekend. 

In 1984 she became the first Northern 

Territory State Adviser when she was 

appointed State Brownie Adviser and she 

held this position for six years. 

In 1983 she found herself isolated from 

headquarters in Darwin. Seeing a need for 

communication, she started the Northern 

Territory's leaders' magazine Cockatoo 

and was editor from 1983 to 1985. It was 

not an easy task to put together a state 

magazine living 1600 km away from the 

information was sent by post from Darwin 

and Sue typed it all up with four fingers on an old typewriter, 

reduced it on a photocopier, cut and pasted and finally 

photocopied it again ready for posting to the leaders. It was 

the start of the very professional state magazine, Toowong, 

and set a high standard. 

In 1986 Sue was presented with the Banksia Award for 

service to guiding in the Central Australia Division, and with 

She has been heard 
to say that she had 
little choice about 
becoming a leader, 
her mother-in-law 
was the division 

commissioner and 
Sue felt it would be 
unwise to say no! 

"We 	state office. The 
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TODAY'S WOMAN 

her 20 year long service award. The 

same year she was chosen to represent 

guiding in Alice Springs and invited to 

lunch with the Prince of Wales. "We 

were given a fabulous smorgasbord 

lunch. It was an unforgettable occasion, 

particularly for those who unfortunately 

came down with food poisoning—I hope 

Prince Charles wasn't one of them!" said 

Sue. 

In 1991 she was appointed Northern 

During last minute 
touches the night before 

the Parade, a very 
pregnant, glue-
covered Sue 

crawled from 
under the 
swan. 

her term. Those who know Sue 

realise this is what gives her most 

enjoyment—one she will continue to 

enjoy for many years to come. 

Margaret Rudwick 

State Editor 

Northern Territory 

Territory State Commissioner, the first 

from outside Darwin. This meant travelling to Darwin about six 

times a year, as well as attending Australian Executive 

meetings in the eastern states and co-ordinating Northern 

Territory guiding activities whilst living 1600 kilometres from 

the state office. Sue lived at Yulara for part of this time so she 

had a 450 kilometre journey before and after each trip as well! 

"The only company I had down those lonely highways was a 

tape to sing along to—and you wondered how I knew all those 

campfire songs!" she said with a laugh. 

Not only has her life been busy guiding-wise, her 

involvement with the Alice Springs Youth Centre dates back to 

1954. Sue has been a voluntary instructor with her own 

marching team and a general supervisor for school holiday 

programs. She has held annual dinners for up to 300 people; 

run concerts; and found the time for hands-on preparation of 

May Day floats. "It took six week to build a magnificent swan 

float. Fifteen thousand feathers were cut from crepe paper, 

curled with knitting needles and glued to the frame," she 

explained. During last minute touches the night before the 

Parade, a very pregnant Sue crawled out from under the 

swan covered in glue and aggregate from the driveway. "The 

hours of preparation were worth it as we won first prize." 

If you thought all of this was enough to keep anyone's 

hands full—this dynamic woman also found time to raise three 

children and is now a proud grandmother. "I'm looking forward 

to seeing my grandchildren enter the guides, they will 

certainly inherit a good badge collection" said Sue. 

Over the years she has also found time to play softball, 

teach Sunday School, be an active member of various school 

committees, teach Indonesian, pottery, cake decorating and 

china painting, run her own plant nursery and help out in her 

son's locksmith and security business. 

Sue took things quietly after finishing her term as state 

commissioner, but it wasn't long before she resumed her role 

as brownie guide leader, the job she missed the most during 

r 1 

Career Highlights 

* Sue has attended international and Australian 

events and conferences, the main ones 

being: 1986 BEACON - training for trainers in 

New Zealand; ABLE '87 in Tasmania; ABLE 

'90 in Perth; ABLE '92 in Alice Springs; ACE 

'92 in Perth;and ACE '95 in Darwin. 

* She was a member of the organising 

committee for the two events held in the 

Northern Territory - ABLE '92 and ACE '95. 

* Sue has been Leader in Charge of three of 

the five Northern Territory State Brownie 

Holidays held. 

* She is kept busy training in Alice Springs and 

also trains in other centres in the Territory. 

* Sue received the 1992 Centralian of the Year 

Award for community service to Alice Springs. 
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THE Australian Financial Review 

Magazine recently did a story on wine 

corks, stressing the fact that no 

satisfactory substitute for natural cork 

had been found and that it costs 21 

cents every time a cork is thrown out. 

A country member of the 

Association read the story and was 

disappointed that no mention was 

made of our recycling cork project. 

She sent the article to her State 

Executive Officer with a plea "can we 

do something?" The Australian 

Financial Review was contacted and 

the journalist concerned said "Yes, he 

said I did know about your recycling 

cork project, but it was not in my brief 

to include it in the article". At his 

suggestion a letter was sent to the 

editor, which was printed a day or two 

later. This generated a reply from a 

member of the public which was 

accompanied by a cartoon and which 

I NE IRE GIRL, GUIDES 
01E- %RID SE YOU 

MK fONTANA 

was, in turn, answered by our Chief 

Commissioner, Janette Lockhart 

Gibson. This letter was also published 

with another cartoon (opposite) 

The moral to the story is we 

received some unexpected publicity 

because a member was alert to an 

opportunity and contacted the 

appropriate people to take action. The 

letters resulted in a couple of radio 

interviews and the first Letter to the 

Editor was read by Ian McNamara on 

the very popular Sunday morning 

program on the ABC, Australia All 

Over. 

So you just never know when a 

media opportunity will arise! 

Ougee, 
Fundraiser 

Available in Dairy Milk, 
Fruit & Nut and Hazel Nut, 

115g and 200g. 

ageauf 
Because it's Australia's favourite, it sells itself. 

Call your Consultant now 13 clat 1800 809 444 
A.C.N. 004 551 473 

FEATURE 
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Everything 
Glows! 

Fabulous fundraising after dark 

h" ft  

Bright glowies for evening fetes, carnivals, discos, 
concerts, cracker nights and barbeques 

A safe alternative to candles. Last for hours 
Glowing lightsticks, lightropes, bracelets, 

frisbees, balls and much more. 
CALL NOW FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE ! 

FINK INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD 
Phone: (03) 9589 4300 Fax: (03) 9589 4322 

Mobile: 018 346388 

FEATURE 

Planting Trees Galore 
Darraweit 	Guim, 

Victoria became a 

hive of activity when 

1st Como Guides 

joined forces with a 

local Rural Landcare 

Group to plant 800 trees in just two 

days. 

The site has been an ongoing project 

for the Landcare Group and the 1st 

Como Guides are the latest group of 

volunteers to assist in regeneration of 

the area. 

Earlier volunteer groups had 

collected seeds from local native 

species. These were cultivated and 

were ready for planting when 1st Como 

Guides arrived with their shovels ready 

for action. Their efforts would not only 

regenerate the native bushland, but 

provide much needed wind breaks to 

prevent soil erosion. 

"The farmer greatly appreciated our 

endless enthusiasm, and we felt good 

knowing that we had made a long-term 

contribution to the environment," said 

Sally Mitchell, 1st Como Guides. 

"Although much of our time was 

involved in this valuable work, there was 

still the chance for exploring and fun. 

The girls enjoyed riding in the back of 

the farm truck, and even found time to 

cross a small river!" 

Other special moments included a 

campfire Promise Ceremony for two of 

the girls who came up from brownie 

guides—and some memorable if hastily 

conceived skits! 

The day was topped off with a 

delicious gourmet guides' dessert of  

bananas and apples stuffed with 

marshmellow and chocolate which had 

been cooked in the coals. 

Participation by the unit was 

co-ordinated by Dean Platt from The 

Australian Trust for Conservation 

Volunteers (ACTV). 1st Como Guides 

are now a member of the ACTV and will 

be taking part in future conservation 

projects. 

Dean Platt would welcome more 

guides participating in similar projects 

and units are encouraged to enquire on 

(03) 9602 4066. 

This is a great service opportunity 

and a highly recommended experience! 

Sally Mitchell 

1st Como Guide Company, Victoria 

Many Hands Make Light Work. 

With a team effort, 1st Como Guides 

planted 800 trees in two days! 

Photo: Sally Mitchell. 
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FEATURE 

I can do that! 

A
round the world, people will 

celebrate World Environment 

Day on 5 June 1996. 

World Environment Day was 

established by the United Nations 

General Assembly in 1972, marking the 

first Conference on the Human 

Environment held in Stockholm. 

Australia was one of the 112 nations 

represented at this historic meeting. 

World Environment Day was 

established to: 

* raise community awareness of 

environmental issues 

* encourage the community to act 

responsibly towards the environment 

* involve the community in actions that 

show concern for the environment. 

Although some of us have grown up 

in a world prepared to care for the 

environment, it wasn't until the 1960s 

that public concern about environmental 

damage became a force for change. 

Concern grew about the depletion of  

natural resources and damage to the 

earth, water and air caused by the 

industrial activities of developed 

countries. Over the next two decades, 

individual action became group based. 

Watchdog groups such as Greenpeace 

and the Australian Conservation 

Foundation emerged and were able to 

lobby governments to introduce 

environmental protection legislation. 

Theme 

The theme for World Environment Day 

this year is "I Can Do That!," 

highlighting the contributions individuals 

can make towards protecting Australia's 

environment, Each person's actions will 

ensure Australia's environment is 

protected for future generations. 

Throughout Australia, girl guides, 

families and businesses will be asked to 

focus on the environmental concerns in 

their local area. 

World Environment Day is not just an 

occasion to reflect on past 

environmental achievements, but an 

opportunity to call for continual change 

and to recognise the courage of people 

who play a role in environmental 

conservation. 

The areas of concern in Australia are 

desertification and deforestation; the 

condition of seas and inland waters; the 

problems of drift net fishing and the 

effects of climate change. 

Give something back to the 

environment on World Environment 

Day! Details of each state's 

environmental concerns and the 

activities are available on the free 

information hotline 1800 803 772. 

Alternatively , access the Federal 

Environment Department's ERIN 

Internet WED web site at: 

http://www.erin.gov.au/net/wed.html. At 

this address there is also an interactive 

environmental game for schools. 

Why weight for help? 
Did you know that 72% of teenagers 

believe they should lose weight—even 

though most are of normal or below 

weight for their height? Almost half of 

Australian teenage girls and 28% of 

boys are risking their health using 

extreme methods of weight loss that 

have been linked to anorexia nervosa 

and bulimia? 

"Obesity is also a problem for 

Australian youth. About 70% of obese  

teenage girls will remain overweight for 

the rest of their lives," said a visiting 

American expert, Dr William Dietz. 

Treating and preventing obesity in 

childhood is vital if the growing problem 

of adult obesity is to be curbed. 

If you are concerned about your 

weight, or believe you have an eating 

disorder, get the right advice! Help and 

support are available from your doctor or 

local branch of Overeaters Anonymous. 
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IDEAS FOR ACTION 

WORMS 
natural born drillers! 

M ore than just a descriptive term for those long 

things that wriggle, worms are one of the most 

abundant animal types on earth encompassing a 

diversity of life forms. They can be found underground, in 

trees, in seas and rivers and some of the less friendly types of  

worm have been found inside humans! Most of our information 

on worms comes from studying those that benefit human 

activity. Your friendly backyard earthworm has an important 

role in the environment, turning rubbish into good soil! 

WORM YOUR WAY TO FARMING! 

Ever wanted to have a farm of your own? You'll be the envy of your friends with the latest 
environmental accessory - a WORM FARM! 

WHAT YOU NEED 

• three friendly earthworms 

• a large empty jar 

• small amount of clamp fine sand 

• small amount of clamp soil 

WHAT TO DO 

1 	Mace an 8-10 cm layer of 

clamp soil in the jar. Add an 

equal layer of clamp sand. Fill 

the jar almost up to the top 

with more clamp soil. 

2 
	

Use a spade to dig up an area of clamp soil to 

find the worms. A compost heap 

is an ideal spot in which to 

look. Put the worms on a layer 

of decaying leaves on the top 

of the soil in the jar. 

• a spade 

• decayed leaves 

• adhesive paper 

• black paper 

3 	To prevent light entering the 

sides of the jar (earthworms 

do not like light) wrap black 

plastic or paper around it and 

tape the ends across each 

other with adhesive tape. 

Leave the jar for several clays 

in a shady spot. The 

temperature in the jar should 

not be allowed to exceed 30 degrees celsius. 

Remove the paper or plastic 

and look for any changes in the 

jar. Your worms will be ready to 

work, turning household rubbish 

into good soil. 

Reprinted with the kind permission of the Tasmanian 

Environment Centre Inc. 

4 
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IDEAS FOR ACTION 

More fun 
than mud 

pies! 

F
or guides who aren't scared of getting their hands 

dirty—here's a soil erosion experiment from 

Josephine Saint, South Australia, you can do at the 

guide hall or in your own back yard. 

Fill two boxes with soil (foam vegetable boxes work 

well). Cover one box of soil with vegetation such as a 

section of lawn (make sure you have permission to 

use the lawn) and leave the other box of soil bare. 

2 	Tilt the boxes so they are angled like the side of a hill. 

3 	Water your landscapes evenly with a watering can or 

spray/sprinkler hose to simulate rain. You should find 

that the section with the most vegetation will lose 

very little soil and the section with no vegetation will 

lose a considerable amount. 

The box with the most vegetation will 

lose the least soil when watered 

and why is it so? 
Soil with vegetation slows the speed that water travels 

which reduces the impact the water has on the soil. Water 

travels quickly through soil without vegetation and has more 

force to erode the soil. 

but wait—there's more! 
You can use the same idea to demonstrate the effect of 

different types of ploughing on farmland. Using two boxes 

of soil, plough one across the box and one along the length 

of the box. Tilt the boxes and water as above and see which 

one loses the most soil. 

The box ploughed crossways will lose 

the least soil. 
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Nature's Symphony 

TAKE an adult with you to a quiet 

place. Record the sounds of 

nature (sea, birds, the 

wind through the trees). 

Back home, re-record it 

over some relaxing music 

and ENJOY! 

r 1  

Robin Red 
Breasts 

11•'- 

• Seed pods from the Silky Oak Tree 

• Cotton wool 

• A red texta 

Carefully put some cotton wool into the seed pods and 

colour the 'chest' of the cotton wool red. Use the little 

robins to decorate cards, gift tags and as Christmas 

decorations 

Alison Borchardt 

1st Murray Bridge Brownie Guides 

South Australia 

IDEAS FOR ACTION 

Learn to grow natives! 
Bring the beauty of Australian native plants into your backyard by following this native 

seed and pre-treatment guide. 

Eucalypt 	 Banksia 

The capsules open as soon as they 

ripen, so it is important to watch for 

the change from green to brown 

and develop a woody texture. 

Collect and store the capsules in brown paper 

bags or envelopes until the seeds are released. The 

brown material released with the seeds can be either 

discarded or planted with the seeds. These seeds should 

germinate in 10-14 days.  

Collect some banksia cones and place them in 

an oven at 100 degrees celsius for 20 

minutes or until the follicles open. Allow to 

cool before removing and shaking to 

collect the seeds. What do 

you notice about these seeds 

compared with the others so far? 

Banksia seeds can be germinated without 

any further treatment. 

Acacia 
Callistemon 

These plants usually hold their fruits for some 

time after they mature. It is important to 

collect capsules that are two to three 

years old, which can be found on lower 

branches. The fine seed will be 

released from the capsules within a 

few days in a warm, dry place. These 

seeds need no further treatment and 

can be sown or stored. 

Acacia seeds are usually collected 

in summer. The seeds mature 

at the one time, so when one 

pod starts to dry and split, all pods can 

be collected. Before planting the hard 

coated acacia seeds, pour boiling water 

over them and allow them to stand overnight. Rinse in cold 

water before sowing. Other methods of pre-treatment include 

rubbing the seeds between two sheets of emery paper or 

pricking the seed coat with a pin. 

L 	 J 
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the wonder 
world of 

IDEAS FOR ACTION 

World Environment Day 

SECTS 

More than just creepy crawlies, 

insects and spiders are some of 

the most useful creatures in our 

environment! Don't be shy, take 

time to meet some of the earth's 

most fascinating creatures. 

Don't step on ants! 

There are about 20,000 ant species in 

the world which come in all shapes and 

sizes. Some are less than 1 mm in 

length, while others, such as the 

Australian bulldog ant, are over 25 mm 

long! 

Not all ants are welcome visitors to 

Australia. Perhaps the best known pest 

is the Argentine Ant. This aggressive 

insect became a major pest in suburban 

Sydney in the 1950s. Fortunately, a 

major eradication program spanning 30 

years has meant that Argentine ants 

are now relatively rare. 

Most ants are beneficial to natural 

ecosystems and only a small proportion 

are a problem to humans. 

Ants are the garbage collectors of the 

insect world! They speed up nutrient 

recycling by scavenging unwanted 

materials. If you've ever seen an army 

of ants tackle an insect many times their 

size, you'll know how valuable they are 

in controlling a numbers of garden 

pests. 

Ants are also an important food for 

birds and other backyard visitors. So 

don't step on ants, you might be taking 

someone's dinner! 

How many 
spiders have you 

squashed? 

Be brave, take time to study spiders! 

Next time you see a Daddy Long Legs 

spider lurking in a corner of your home, 

take a long hard look. You don't have to 

touch it, discover a spider's personality 

from a safe distance. 

Butterflies & moths 

Moths and butterflies belong to a group 

of insects called lepidoptera which 

means "scaly winged". There are over 

370 known species of butterflies in 

Australia. 

Western scientific study of Australia's 

butterflies and moths began with Joseph 

Banks, a naturalist on James Cook's 

Endeavour. These beautiful insects 

have an irresistible fascination for many 

people to this day. 

How can you tell if the scaly 

winged visitor in your garden is a 

butterfly or moth? 

1. When resting, butterflies hold 

their wings together 

back to back above 

their heads; whereas 

moths hold their wings 

roofwise or out flat. 

2. Butterflys are the most colourful 

members of the Lepidoptera family  

whereas moths tend to be duller. 

3. Butterflies are definitely day time 

visitors to the garden, whereas moths 

prefer to feed at night. 

Although we usually imagine 

butterflies feeding amongst the garden 

flowers, it is amazing the variety of food 

they will eat. Butterflies detect food by 

reading the wave-length of a 

photosensitive 	emission. 	Animal 

droppings and rotting fruit will tempt a 

hungry butterfly and some have been 

known to drink beer! 

Moths and butterflies are extremely 

sensitive to environmental changes and 

although there are no extinct species in 

Australia, the drastic changes to the 

landscape over the last 200 years have 

taken their toll. Butterflies that are 

unable to feed on introduced plants may 

face extinction. 

If you want to ensure the future of 

these beautiful insects and tempt a few 

into your backyard, make sure you have 

an abundance of butterfly-friendly plants 

in your garden! 

Catherine Milne 

National Office 
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IDEAS FOR ACTION 

Try an outstanding outdoor activity 

Looking for outdoor activity inspiration? Well, here it is! A brainstorm at a recent Advanced Leadership training 

resulted in this list of possibilities. Try taking an 'inside' activity out, or try something very new, but whatever 

you do, enjoy some excitement, enthusiasm, and extra-interesting meetings in the outdoors! 

I 

walking dogs 

watching the sunset 

*water expedition 

*water skiing 

Weather watching 

*white water rafting 

wide games 

wittling 

woodcraft 

abseiling 

archery 

balancing 

bark painting 

beachcombing 

beach walking 

bike riding 

bird watching 

biscuit selling 

bubbles 

bushwalking 

camel riding 

campfires 

camping 

*canoeing 

*caving 

C
limb ng trees 

loud watching 

ooking 

cricket 

dance 

day camps 

discover your area  

gardening 

liding 

Guides Own 

*hang gliding 

hiking 

horse riding 

ice blocking 

*kayaking 

kite flying 

leather work 

M
apping 

model yachts 

usic 

nature trail 

night hikes 

orienteering 

painting 

*parasailing 

penny hikes 

planting  

inging 

ki biscuits 

OF  kipping 

sleeping under the stars 

*snow activities 

stalking 

standing in the rain 

stargazing 

*surfing 

*toboganning 

tracking 

tree climbing 

visiting parks 

volleyball on the beach 

ire lighting 	 aft building 

fishing 	 *rock climbing 

roller skating 

rope bridges 

*rowing 

*sailing 

sand sculpture 

scout's pace 

*scuba diving 

shelters 

*These activities require an 

adventurous activity form or 

a water activities form with 

the use of qualified, 

experienced instructors. 

Karen Garlick 

1st South Kingborough Guides 

Tasmania 

Sometimes in our busy lives we 
	

3. Lay down on the grass and 

forget the importance of taking 
	 shut your eyes. Can you hear the 

time to relax. Here are four easy 
	 grass moving? Let your thoughts 

ways to relax outdoors. 	 wander wherever they want to. 

1. When you are at the beach, 

pick up some sand and let it trickle 

through your fingers. When you go into 

the ocean, pretend you are a grain of 

sand. Let the waves tumble you over 

and over. How do you feel? 

2. If you are near a small creek, feel 

the rocks and pebbles. Are they 

smooth or rough? Pretend to be a rock 

and let the water wash against you. 

How does it feel? 

4. Lay down and look at the 

clouds. What shapes can you see? A 

castle? A tree? A bird? Are the clouds 

moving? Are they changing shape? 

Sue Heggie 

Victoria 
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DON'T FORGET! 
May13-17 1996 

is Bus for Kiribati 
week! 

Guides Victoria have designed a 

wonderful polo shirt with an 

embroidered "bus" logo on the 

right hand side in the same 

colours as the Bus for Kiribati cloth 

badge. These fabulous shirts are 

available by mail only, so get your 

orders in soon! 

KIRIBATI 

*)\14 
we low fundraising 

efforts going? 

the bus barometer will 

be published in GiA each 

month to let you know 

how mk.lch money has 
been raised for the new 

bus. 	
it grow \ 

35,000 

30,000 

25,000 

20,000 

15,000 

12,500 

10,000 

7,500 

5,000 

2,500 

1,000 

r 

 

1 

 

Bus for Kiribati Polo Shirts 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

Telephone_:__ 

0 14 0 16 0 18 0 
❑ 24 0 26 0 28 0 

bigger? ❑ 	Sizes are on the small size! 

Please allow time for delivery as each shirt is individually made. 

Cost: $15.00 per shirt plus $3.00 postage and handling per shirt 

Amount enclosed: 

Please send cheques to: Merran Crowley 
PO Box 459 
Sunbury Victoria 3429 

Shirt size: 10 J 	12 

20 0 22 
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IDEAS FOR ACTION 

From Acorns to Corks 

Just for fun 

1. Encourage your unit to have a 

dress up night—exchange your guide 

gear for a "cork" person costume! 

2. Create the adventures of Captain 

Cork! How will this environmental hero 

meet the challenges of the '90s? 

3. How many corks does it take to fill 

a see through container? Run a 

competition to guess the number of 

corks. 

4. Test the architectural skills of your 

unit! Have a competition to see who can 

build the highest tower of corks. 

O. Give your house that authentic 

environmental feel. Maybe a mat made 

from crushed corks is what you're 

looking for? 

Finding Out 

6. Germinate a GREEN cork oak 

acorn in a cut-down milk carton. 

7. Get to know a cork tree! Identify the 

the cork wood and estimate the age of 

the tree. 

National Guides' Recycling Cork 

Awareness Day will be combined with 

celebrations for World Environment 

Day 5 June 1996. 

The aim of National Guides' 

Recycling Cork Awareness Day is to 

raise the environmental profile of 

guiding in Australia and awareness of 

our recycling cork project. 

If you need some inspiration, we've 

come up with 15 fun ways with Cork to 

count down to World Environment 

Day. 

8. Multicultural cork! Find out which 

countries grow and import cork to 

Australia. Cook and share a meal, with 

the patrol or unit, based on the culture of 

one of those countries. You can even 

use cork place-mats! 

9, Visit an indigenous tree nursery and 

find out about the Australian cork tree. 

Would it grow in your area? Do any 

animals and birds rely on cork trees to 

provide them with shelter? 

For Public Relations 

10. Speak to a group about the 

guides' recycling cork project. 

11. Add one more source of cork 

collection to your list 

12. Contact your local newspaper to 

publish a story on the guides' cork 

recycling. 

13..Plant a cork oak tree in a park in 

which ornamental trees are already 

growing. Check with your local council to 

see if you need permission. 

14.  Run your "Count The Corks 

competition" in a shopping centre. A 

competition fee would be a good way to 

raise money. 

15 Find out some more! 

For information on supplies of cork 

oak seedlings contact National Office 

on telephone (02) 319 7206 or Merrill 

Cole, Australian Public Relations 

Advisor, on telephone (09) 364 3092. 
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On tour 

FUND RAISERS 

Generate funds for your club or charity. 
PROVEN 	Delicious 	For details 

FUND 	HOME 	contact 
RAISERS. 	STYLE 	Narelle 

(008) 805 789 TOLL FREE 

THE PHOENIX BISCUIT COMPANY Grosvenor St, Abbotsford 

NATURE CALLS 

T
here's no getting away from it. 

Frogs have an effect on 

humans. There's hardly a kid's 

story that doesn't have a frog in it—so 

the effect starts from an early age. We 

hear their calls at night in many areas 

(sometimes it is welcome—sometimes 

not). They are important in forklore in 

many cultures. They eat many insect 

pests and are in turn eaten by a variety 

of other animals (including us!). Finally, 

and recently, we have found that many 

frogs produce some remarkable skin 

compounds that are already proving 

useful in the treatment of many human 

diseases and disorders —there is even 

one which shows promise for curing 

warts not causing them! 

Little wonder that the Australian 

Museum developed a temporary gallery 

on the subject of frogs. We've tried to 

cover every aspect of frogs except how 

to cook them! We've dealt with diversity 

(the different shapes and sizes). We've 

dabbled with databases (several 

different computer programs on frogs), 

inquired about introductions (the cane 

toad calamity), recorded research 

(video, interviews with people working 

on frogs), sought out sound (push a 

button to hear various frogs then listen 

to a general pond recording and try to 

identify what you've heard), and 

itemised inspiration (shown how artists, 

authors and other cultures see frogs). 

We've even got an activities area for 

younger kids to learn about frogs and 

listen to "Frog Tales" (available during 

Sundays and school holidays). We also 

have live frogs on show, plus a whole 

range of frog trinkets and t-shirts for 

sale. It will run at the Australian Museum 

until the end of September 1996 and 

you'll need a couple of hours to see it all. 

What? You can't get to the Australian 

Museum before it's over? Well don't 

despair! The 'Frogs' exhibit will be 

coming to a capital city near you, 

starting in 1997. So now you have no 

excuse to miss learning about frogs. 

What are you waiting for? Hop to it! 

Do  try to learn about frogs in your 

area—frogs can be found almost 

anywhere from the mountain tops to 

deserts and coasts. 

Don't  forget to tell your friends all about 

the 'Frogs' exhibition—it's often more 

fun to see if you're in a small group. 

Don't  forget to look up your old GiA 

magazines. I recommend May 1995, Vol 

16, No. 4, page 16 to be precise! 

Marlyn Robinson 

Australian Museum 
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FEATURE 

Your family needs YOU 

4 

OF course I have a family! I've got quite 

a few actually. I've got my husband and 

children, my parents, siblings and a 

variety of aunts, uncles and cousins, not 

to mention the "in-laws" and "out-laws". 

I'm also part of the human family! 

There are probably many other 

families that I belong to as well, but 

today I want to talk about my guiding 

family to which I, as a leader, belong. 

My immediate guide family is my unit 

of wonderful girls who look to me for 

guidance, support and encouragement. 

These are my children. 

My 'mother' and `grandmothers' are 

my district leader, my region 

commissioner, state commissioner, and 

so on. 

For siblings, I have my fellow district 

leaders and unit helpers and not 

forgetting my young sister the junior 

leader. 

In-laws and Out-Laws 

But what of the 'in-laws' and 'out-laws'? 

Perhaps the 'in (Australia)-laws' are 

those members of the World 

Association from other countries. 

Like all good families, it is important 

to keeping touch so we know what the 

other parts of the family are doing. This 

can be done in many ways: 

* By mail—here our post box secretary 

is a very real asset to us. She can put 

us in touch with other family 

members 'in Australia'. 

* By phone—once we have made 

initial contact with an 'in-law' or 'out-

law' we can phone them for a more 

direct contact. 

* In person—obviously the best 

communication is on a face to face 

basis. 

Of course, that is all very well when it 

comes to people in and around your 

local area, but what about coming face 

to face with the interstate and 

international members of the family? 

♦ 
I will never forget the 

feeling of belonging to a 
wider world through 

contact with members of 
so many different 

nations 
♦ 

Our Association gives us opportunities 

to meet these relations at various events 

and functions. If we are genuinely 

interested in our family we will make 

every effort to attend these events in 

order to meet our extended relations. 

I have had several opportunities to 

attend such events and functions, and 

will never forget the feeling of belonging 

to a wider world through contact with 

members of so many different nations. 

These occasions have been an 

opportunity to share knowledge, ideas 

and friendship. It has been just as 

important to give as it is to receive in all 

these areas, and I have a vast collection 

of songs, games, anecdotes and 

program ideas etc which have come 

from such events. 

Let me share a letter I received some 

years ago. 

"Thanks for the Guides' Own. I am 

particularly pleased to have it in time for  

World Environment Day ..." 

The letter was in reply to one I had 

sent to the county commissioner of 

North Yorkshire North East County. She 

was my hostess when I attended 

"Bridges '88". She is always looking for 

material for speeches and sermons. Her 

husband works in Saudi Arabia and she 

sometimes gives trainings there So your 

efforts might benefit many more people 

This letter brought home to me that 

even a leader with nothing more to give 

than her best, can have a far reaching 

influence on her guiding family so far 

away. It is both exhilarating and 

humbling, and you too can experience 

such a wondrous feeling if you make the 

effort to attend events, international 

camps, trainings in other states and 

state functions. There is no end of 

opportunity! Just get in there and do it! 

Dot King 

Queensland 

CLASSIFIED 

Come to Random Cottage, 
Mt Victoria in the beautiful 
Blue Mountains for your next 
unit holiday. Log cabin fully 
equipped for 30. Available 
midweek and school 
holidays for families and 
interest groups at reduced 
minimum charges. 

East Metropolitan Region 
booking officer Miss Joy 
Stacy, 26 Sailsbury Road, 
Rose Bay NSW 2029. 
Phone: (02) 327 3038 
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FEATURE 

A link with a 
difference 

here must be many 

interesting 	stories 

about 	the 	Link 

Ceremonies 	that 

occur when a brownie 

guide is ready to join 

a guide unit, but the members of 2nd 

Roleystone Guides in Western Australia 

believe their most recent link would 

have to be the most adventurous yet. 

Ten year old Sonja Reynen abseiled 

a 45 metre overhang into a cave to 

complete her link. 

Sonja had earlier completed her Link 

Badge at brownie guides, along with 

three other girls, but decided she was 

not ready to farewell her brownie guide 

unit. She said goodbye to the three 

brownie guides who had moved onto 

guides, and decided to move the 

following year. 

That was until Sonja 

discovered the guide unit had plans 

for an Outreach Adventure weekend of 

abseiling, caving and climbing at 

Margaret River, four hours south west of 

Perth. Sonja already had her abseiling 

certificate, and was keen to try caving. 

An Outreach Adventure weekend would 

certainly provide exciting possibilities for 

Sonja's link ceremony. 

On a warm Saturday afternoon, 

Sonja watched the first guide tackle the 

overhang into the beautiful Bride's 

Cave. She then decided she was ready 

to complete her link. 

With encouragement from fellow 

guides and her brownie guide leader—

and the addition of a little extra harness 

padding for her tiny body—Sonja was on 

her way over the edge. A guide at last! 

For 

those 

units who 

have not 

tried 

an Outreach 

Adventure Activity, 

the Roleystone Guides 

can definitely recommend 

it. The weekend certainly helped to 

reinforce the messages "Girls can do 

anything"... and ..."Guiding's Great"!! 

Debbie Davies 

2nd Roleystone Guide Leader 

Western Australia 

A Mother's Story 
A 100 kilometre journey to the nearest 

guide unit could not dampen the 

enthusiasm of Mrs Win Marriner's five 

daughters—Ruth, Jenny, Robin, Susan 

and Ann Maree—for the girl guides. 

Living in an isolated part of rural 

Australia, any social activity was an 

occasion to look forward to. The Friday 

night drive on the rough, winding road 

was a small price to pay for the fun and 

friendship the five Marriner girls found at 

the 6th Colac Guide Unit. 

Over the years the girls participated 

in many guiding activities, but camping  

was a highlight. They joined expeditions 

to Talindert, Sherbrook River and 

Britannia Park. "Camping was more 

than just tents and campfires. It gave my 

daughter's a unique opportunity to learn 

new skills, to make friends and to 

experience the diversity of the 

Australian countryside," said Mrs 

Marriner. 

The girls have fond memories of their 

guide leaders. They remember with 

gratitude the people who gave their 

time, in particular leaders Jan and June, 

camping assessors Loretta Porter and  

Meredith Bell and other badge testers 

and the many volunteer workers who 

made guiding tick. 

"With families of their own, my 

daughters still reminisce about the 

wonderful times they had and the 

people they met through guiding". 

"The fun and fellowship of guiding will 

always be part of the girls' formative 

years and the skills they learned along 

the way will benefit them throughout 

their lifetime," Mrs Marriner concluded. 
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When was the last time you 

spoke positively to anyone not 

involved in guiding about your 

involvement? 

People join our movement as 

leaders for different reasons. 

Research shows that family 

involvement in one of the highest 

factors influencing girls to join. 

Others become leaders because 

they enjoyed their time as a 

guide. 

I was telling the state 

commissioner that I had plenty of 

free time and I'd love to be in 

touch with guiding again. Within a 

fortnight I was a division 

commissioner, had returned to 

paid employment and was very 

busy. My life has been 

immeasurably enriched. 

I am concerned there are girls 

in our communities who are 

unaware of what guiding offers—

women with wonderful skills who 

would make great leaders. 

The object of Try Guiding Day 

on 19 May 1996 is to share 

guiding with the rest of the 

community. We need people to 

know what guiding is about. 

Members should be seen 

participating in activities and 

being enthusiastic about their 

membership. 

Over the next weeks and 

especially on 19 May 1996 

spread the word about guiding. 

Speak about the benefits we as 

leaders gain. 

Diane Truskett 

State Commissioner 

Curried Away 

The Currie guides recently joined the 

King Island Show as a public relations 

and fundraising exercise where they 

made and sold fairy floss. They entered 

into the spirit of the sale by dressing as 

fairies. Their fairy queen was none other 

than District Leader, Ricci Bishop! 

Thinking Day 

Where did you spend Thinking Day? 

The Launceston Division combined for 

a huge campfire led by M.A.D. 

representative, Dianna Baker. The 

brownie guides and guides of King 

Island met for an evening of games and 

a talk from a former scout master, Colin 

O'Brien. Thinking Day monies were 

collected and a delicious Thinking Day 

cake served. It was a wonderful to see 

so many parents attend both events. 

Crafty Display 

With a rare display of continuous 

sunshine in Launceston, the Mac House 

Fete saw huge crowds flood through the 

gates to sample the excellent array of 

goods for sale. 

The trefoil guilds and international 

committee once again filled their tables 

with hand crafted goods. 

Guide units provided the side show 

alley entertainment with wet sponges 

flying high and low and hoopla rings 

whizzing past unsuspecting shoppers. 

The northern launch of the recycling 

cork campaign took place in the state 

public relations where bags of donated 

corks kept appearing throughout the 

day and visitors could inspect the cork 

photographic and information display. 

Regatta 

The annual scout/guide/ranger regatta 

saw five leaders and 31 guides loaded 

up with kayaks, tents, life jackets, and 

sunscreen head down to St Helens for 

some fun in the surf. 

The regatta provided activities for 

everyone on land and water. Six 

adventurous girls tackled the rowing 

race—most having only rowed once 

before. With Shona Squire at the helm 

and lots of encouragement from their 

friends, the girls crossed the finishing 

line with big smiles all round. 

The conclusion of the weekend left 

them tired but happy. They had made 

new friends, experienced new 

adventures and enjoyed the wonderful 

outdoors in a fun-filled weekend. 

Sue Graves 

South Eastern Division 

Rebecca Hewitt of 2nd Lenah 

Valley Guides at the Regatta 

Photo: Jan Allan 

TASMANIAN NEWS 
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World Guide Thinking Day and 

World Scout Day were celebrated 

jointly by guides and scouts in 

Darwin on 25 February 1996 at 

St Mary's Cathedral. The service 

was conducted by Father Frank 

Perry MSC and Reverend Barry 

Cole-Clark, and prepared by 

members of both scout and guide 

associations. 

The birthday cakes were cut by 

the Honourable Austin Asche. the 

Chief Scout, and Dr Valerie 

Asche, our State President. Our 

young members managed to 

leave but a few crumbs! 

World Guide Thinking Day had 

a special significance for me as I 

was invested as the State 

Commissioner for the Northern 

Territory. Dr Asche kindly 

presented me with our State 

Standard and my appointment 

badge. 

Each year we lose some 

leaders whose husbands are 

transferred south with the defence 

forces, and if we are lucky we 

gain others who are transferred to 

Darwin. It is my pleasure to 

welcome Mrs Chris Casson and 

Mrs Anne Broad who have come 

from Victoria. Chris is taking a 

short break from guiding to settle 

her children in to school. Anne 

has plunged straight into guides, 

assisting with the 1st Palmerston 

Guide Unit. I wish them both a 

pleasant stay with us in the Top 

End 

Carrol Lynch 

State Commissioner 

GiA May 1996 

State President's 
Message 

I would like to thank Sue Ride, the 

retiring State Commissioner, and Marg 

Rudwick, the Assistant State 

Commissioner, for the fine work they 

have done over the past five years. Sue 

gave added strength to the guiding 

movement in Central Australia. 

Sue and Marg have held high the 

Northern Territory Girl Guides 

Association by attending interstate 

meetings, contributions to GiA and 

hosting ACE. 

The Northern Territory guides and 

their leaders, the Association and I, 

thank Sue and Marg for their leadership. 

At World Guide Thinking Day 

celebrations on 25 February 1996, 

Carrol Lynch was invested as the new 

state commissioner. 

I was very pleased to see so many 

guides, their parents and their leaders at 

World Guide Thinking Day and World 

Founder's Day. 

I look forward to a successful and 

enjoyable 1996. 

Dr Valerie Asche 

State President 

Members of the Central Australia 

Trefoil Guild donated new curtains to 

the Alice Springs Guide Hall. 

Splashes of red, blue, green and 

yellow form the curtain's pattern 

which really brightens up the already 

attractive hall. Members and friends 

in Alice Springs send a very big thank 

you to the Central Australia Trefoil 

Guild for their continued support of 

guiding in the Centre. 

Hey, Hey, it's Tuesday 
night! 

1st Nightcliff Guides recently held a Hey 

Hey it's Tuesday Night. The program 

was entirely planned and conducted by 

the girls who made costumes to 

represent all the characters. The 

leaders took on the roles of celebrity 

judges on Red Faces. The acts had to 

be seen to be believed and Red was his 

usual tactful self! 

The highlight was Plucka, alias Terry 

Barber, who with the help of her mother, 

produced the most amazing costume. It 

seemed everyone in the audience 

wanted to have a turn at the wheel so 

Plucka and her assistant were kept busy 

and many great prizes were won, 

including three cars—Matchbox variety! 

A great night was had by all. 

Cheryl Flynn 

1st Nightcliff Guides 

Out at Simpson Gap 

Yet another beautiful sunset over 

Simpson Gap in the MacDonnell 

Ranges was the backdrop for a recent 

meeting of 1st MacDonnell Brownie 

Guides and their families. The bush 

setting provided an ideal location for an 

observation rally to start the evening. 

The girls were asked to find several 

types of seeds and animal tracks and to 

make observations about the trees 

along Roe creek. 

Having worked up a hunger, they 

tried their hands at cooking a frankfurt 

inside a waxed milk carton. For safety, 

the cartons were lit with candles. The 

cartons burned down within minutes 

leaving a hot frankfurt on the foil 

underneath ready to pop onto a bun, top 

up with sauce and enjoy! 

Cheryl Southwell 

1st MacDonnell Brownie Guides 
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Proper planning often means the 

difference between success and 

failure. Planning will help us 

ensure that guiding holds a 

strong position in the community 

in the year 2000. 

In February. a small working 

group made up of members of the 

Executive Committee and 

advisors. commenced a three 

month process of developing a 

strategic plan for the association. 

A strategic management 

process will give us a better 

understanding of our current 

position and best options for our 

future. It will help to shed light on 

important issues, act on 

opportunities, identify the most 

effective use of our resources, 

and at the same time help 

improve communication. 

To understand how the 

community 	sees 	guiding. 

members and the public are 

being surveyed across the state. 

If you receive a questionnaire, 

you can be sure that your 

response will assist in the vital 

task of setting firm foundations for 

the future of guiding in Victoria. 

May I take this opportunity to 

thank those who made a 

contribution to the process and 

particularly to those members of 

the working group who have 

accepted 	this 	additional 

challenge. 

Heather Barton 

State Commissioner 

Katrina Purcell, winner of 

the Kindness Award 

ti 

Kindness Award 

Katrina Purcell of Waverley Gardens 

Guide Unit has the honour to be the first 

winner of the Alice Perry Roper 

Memorial Award for Kindness. 

This award was established by 

Glenda Banks, a member of Guides 

Victoria's Women of Note group, in 

memory of her mother. 

Glenda says she wanted the award 

to reinforce the value of kindness in our 

everyday lives. "These days there are 

so few opportunities for recognition 

which are not based on competition." 

Helen Smith, District Leader for 

Waverley Gardens, nominated Katrina 

because of her consistently kind and 

considerate attitude, and her readiness 

to help other people. She was 

presented with her award during a unit 

meeting. Congratulations Katrina! 

New Youth Advisor 

Mandy Fitzgerald has a long association 

with guiding. Her guiding career began 

when school friends invited her to a 

Pascoe Vale Unit meeting and it seems 

there was no looking back! A few years 

later, she moved into the guiding section 

and became a warranted leader. 

Mandy says "Guiding has given me 

some wonderful travel opportunities. I 

love the diversity of the Australian 

landscape and through guiding I have 

seen some of the most beautiful parts of 

Australia. Driving from Perth to Monkey 

Mia after attending Jumbunna will 

always be a special memory for me." 

"I have made some great friends 

over the years in guiding through 

attending different events and look 

forward to giving something back in my 

new position as youth advisor". 

A jaunt to Tassie 

Excitement was difficult to contain for 

the hard working 1st Horsham 

Company. After two years of planning, 

many months of washing cars at the 

local supermarket and other odd jobs, 

their trip to Tasmania was a reality. 

Stepping ashore from the Spirit of 

Tasmania ferry, the girls were greeted 

by members of 1st Rokeby—Alphs Bay 

Guides and 1st Sorrell Guides who 

travelled with them on their journey 

around the Apple Isle. 

Jean Cole 

State Editor 

Victoria 

Photo below by Helen Cameron, Victoria 
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Talent—what a wonderful thing it 

is. As an Association, we are 

richly endowed with a woven 

tapestry of many talents. Some 

people hide their talents under the 

bushes, others brazenly display 

theirs. I believe in this period of 

change it is time for all of us to 

look at ourselves, to honestly 

assess our talents and to bring 

them forward for everyone to see. 

By doing this, our wonderful 

Movement can only prosper. 

Every day, as I meet more and 

more of the guiding family, I am 

amazed by the depth and variety 

of talent shown. 

The girls, leaders, staff and 

'big wigs' at Jumbunna were a 

wonderful example of this wide 

variety of talents. From the 

creative costumes to the caring 

within the groups at the camp, 

each person contributed her 

talents to the overall success of 

this event. 

Our advisers, committee 

members, leaders, staff at state 

office, and many other members, 

all exhibit their talents on a 

regular 	and 	sometimes 

unrecognised basis. 

So please look for and 

recognise talent in everyone. 

Theirs may not be the same as 

yours, but on our combined 

talents, we can move from 

strength to strength. 

Elizabeth Gilchrist 

State Commissioner 

+ Winning 	the 	1995 	Volunteer 

Involvement Program (VIP) State 

Award was a special highlight of the 

public relations year for Sandra 

Ku mskov and her PR team! 

Presented by the Federal 

Government, the award recognises 

the high quality of guiding's training 

program, volunteer management and 

recognition practices. 

Look out for the award when it travels 

the state with the commissioner's 

tour, it should generate great PR 

opportunities in the local media. 

+ An international service project to 

provide Christmas gifts for all the 

children of TTRUST (The Training 

and Rehabilitation Unit for the 

Survivors of Torture and Trauma) was 

wonderfully supported by our 

members. Another 100 gifts will be 

given to the children of the three to 

four new refugee families arriving in 

Queensland each week. 

❖ Congratulations to State Archivist 

Maureen Paris for receiving an 

Australia Day Award for her 

contribution to the community. 

BRAVO Maureen! 

+ Congratulations also to 'Patrol of the 

Year'—Magpie Patrol of Wellers Hills 

Guides, and to Yarraman Brownie 

Guides, winners of the Hilda John 

Nature Cup. A special feeling of 

friendship and teamwork shone 

through the completed competition 

entries and it was obvious that all 

participants had a great deal of fun 

working together. 

❖ Trefoil Guilds continue to grow with 

51 active Guilds in Queensland. 

Brisbane Trefoil maintain Brisbane 

Trefoil House and recently presented 

a donation of $4000 towards the  

extensions bus appeal which is now 

the State Good Turn. 

+ State Council members were 

entertained and inspired by reports 

from Lisa Rogers on Adventure '96 in 

New Zealand and Dianna Bence on 

her recent participation in the Asian 

Pacific Service Project at Sangam. 

Their experiences covered the full 

range of the 'wide wide world of 

guiding' from jet-boating the Rakia 

Gorge in New Zealand to the 

challenge of teaching Indian women 

the skills of making handmade paper 

and candles. 

+ It was probably fortunate that the 

lights were low during a very moving 

presentation 	by 	Region 

Commissioners at their Kindilan 

Conference when Ann Fletcher was 

presented with a beautifully 

decorated album of photographs 

taken during her term as State 

Commissioner. Most of those 

present, and especially Ann, were 

quite affected by the special moments 

recorded in words, song, and poem. 

Apologies 

Sincere apologies are extended to Pat 

Griffith for the misprint which appeared 

in the April 1996 issue of GiA. Last 

month, State Commissioner, Elizabeth 

Gilchrest, thanked Ann, Dallas and Pat 

for the wonderful jobs they have done. 

Unfortunately Pat was given an 

incorrect identity! Sorry Pat and thanks 

for everything! 

An apology is also extend to Barbara 

Dean, who was awarded a Wattle Award, 

not a Banksia Award as printed in GiA. 

QUEENSLAND NEWS 

Around the state 
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I often wonder what life would 

have been like in byegone eras. 

How did the ladies who lived in 

the days of horse and buggy fill 

their day? Presumably they 

visited family and friends, 

planned social events and raised 

money for charity. Certainly 

change wasn't so rapid in those 

days. 

In the 1990s we are 

accustomed to rapid change in all 

areas of life. Guiding is not 

immune to the force of change. 

Take for instance "New Ways 

With The Program". Members 

and 	non-members 	were 

consulted about their vision for 

guiding in Australia. Marketing 

experts and experienced leaders 

were asked for input to develop a 

new program. 

I am thrilled at the South 

Australian response. Regional 

presentations have been well 

received. Resources will soon be 

available 	and 	enthusiastic 

leaders are ready to make a start. 

The changes will breath new life 

into our program and I am looking 

forward to the feedback. 

One change which I am sad to 

report is the resignation of 

Assistant State Commissioner, 

June Yates. June has worked with 

me in district, region and state 

positions. She has certainly been 

an action packed Assistant and I 

shall miss her very much. June, 

good luck in your non-guiding 

pursuits. 

Dorothy Price 

State Commissioner 

Raylene Thomas Left) is presented with her Tailem Bend Australia Day 

Citizen of the Year Award. (Reprinted with kind permission from the Murray 

Standard) 

Australia Day Awards 

South Australian guides and leaders 

found themselves busy on Australia Day 

attending award ceremonies for 

services to the community. 

Those who know Raylene Thomas 

are not surprised she was awarded 

Tailem Bend Australia Day Citizen of the 

Year. Raylene is an active community 

member, somehow finding time to 

volunteer for St John's Ambulance, 

organise Christmas concerts for senior 

citizens and help with class room 

reading at the local primary school. 

"I am very honoured to receive this 

award," said Raylene. "What I do is what 

I want to do, I'm helping the community." 

Volunteer unit helper Raelene 

Kroemer has always been a keen 

participant in guiding activities and was 

delighted to receive the Roxby Downs 

Young Citizen of the Year Award. 

Raelene has been described as a 

quiet achiever who is always helpful, 

polite and caring to people around her. 

Congratulations to both of you! 

Police in road chase with 
guide unit 

If you see a group of brownie guides 

and guides being pursued by a police 

car—don't worry, it's just the Tailem 

Bend Brownie Guide and Guide Unit 

testing out their road safety knowledge. 

The unit invited police along to a 

meeting and talk about road safety, 

some of the girls brought their bikes in 

for safety testing 

The unit will be going for a ride 

around town, a police officer will follow 

them and check their road safety habits. 

The unit's guide leader won't be too far 

away. The police officer has offered to 

chauffeur her around—in the paddy 

wagon! 

Jet setting singers 

1st Plymptom Guides chose an unusual 

place to demonstrate their singing 

abilities. With permission from Qantas 

and Ansett, the unit entertained 

Christmas travellers at the airport with 

carol singing. The Christmas spirit in the 

arrival lounge seemed to be infectious 

with some travellers taking time to join in 

on a few songs. What a wonderful way 

to be welcomed! 

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN NEWS 
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Will guides of today be trefoil guild 

members tomorrow? I certainly 

hope so! 

If they do become trefoil guild 

members, it will be an indication 

that they have caught the spirit of 

guiding along with the fun, the 

friendship, the adventure and the 

challenge. 

I used to think that trefoil guild 

members had grey hair, drank 

cups of tea, sat and knitted and 

talked. Maybe some of them 

do...but then, so do I! 

Trefoil Guilds are celebrating 

their 50th birthday this month—

they are 50 years young! Their 

members display a constant level 

of energy in concern and 

commitment to guiding in action. 

It's an inspiration to us all. In NSW 

alone, there are many families, 

children, districts and units who 

have reaped the benefits from 

trefoil guilds' spirit of guiding.' 

Why is this so? I believe the 

answer is that these ladies have 

experienced 	great 	guiding 

leadership. 

Will today's guides be trefoil 

guild members tomorrow? Will 

they make a wonderful difference 

to our community? With excellent 

leadership I know they will! 

Thank you, trefoil guilds—and 

congratulations! 

Liz Davies 

State Commissioner 

NEW SOUTH WALES NEWS 

Thanks for the stories 

On behalf of GiA and readers, farewell 

and thank you to the outgoing editor, 

Trish Stuart. Over the past five years, 

Trish has published stories and snippets 

in great editorial style. 

As the incoming contributing editor, I 

look forward to a challenging five years, 

and maybe even a scoop or two! 

Keep those stories coming in—YOU 

may be the next proud recipient of an 

exclusive 'I contributed to GIA' cloth 

badge! 

Robin Brown 

State Editor 

This is your life 

"This is your life" was a theme used by 

Central Coast Region who organised a 

surprise party for a very surprised 

District Leader, Val Olsen. Catching up 

with friends made over the last 20 years 

and the presentation of her 20 years 

uniformed long service award made this 

evening very special. 

Val has hung up her blue blouse of 

leadership "I will hang you up but I will 

never forget" and donned the white 

blouse of the Brisbane Water Trefoil 

Guild. Of her many friends Val said, 

"Guiding is great because of all of you." 

Environmental Vacancy 

This position has become vacant and 

nominations should be forwarded to the 

state executive officer. Information 

relating to this honourary position can be 

obtained from Dawne Blanch, Outdoor 

Activities Adviser, or Barbara Neill, State 

Executive Officer. Nominations close 

Friday 31 May 1996. 

Out and About 

Highly visible at the following functions 

giving service were: 

Rangers 	serving 	at 	the 

International Women's Day 

Unifem breakfast at the Sheraton 

Hotel, Sydney 

Guides helping the RSPCA—

Somersby 

Guides helping the Gosford 

Diggers Club run the Veterans' 

swimming carnival. 

Well done, girls. 

PR Person Wanted 

A reminder that this honourary position 

is available from December 1996. If you 

would like more information please 

contact Bronwyn Portek, State Public 

Relations Adviser or Ann Turner, 

Administration Manager for nomination 

forms and terms of reference. 

Nominations close 31 July 1996. 

Annual General 
Meeting 

Members are invited to attend the 

Annual General Meeting of State 

Council to be held at the Salvation 

Army Congress Hall, 140 Elizabeth 

Street, Sydney, on Thursday, 13 June 

1996 at 7.45 pm. Parking is available at 

the nearby Goulburn Street Parking 

Station. 
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Wowing them in the West! 
Stacy Edwards. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA NEWS 

Happy Birthday 

+ Kalgoorlie-Boulder District recently 

celebrated their 80th birthday by 

organising a dinner and quiz night. In 

attendance were ranger guides, 

guide and scout leaders and their 

partners. The region commissioner 

and ranger guides cut the 80th 

birthday cake and blew out the 

candles. 

The occasion was a huge success, 

with a voice heard to utter ... "there 

should be more of these nights". 

+ 1st and 2nd Esperance Brownie 

Guides helped to celebrate 80 years 

of guiding in Western Australia last 

November. 

More than 100 past leaders, 

brownie guides, guides and rangers 

enjoyed viewing the memorabilia and 

brownie guides were on hand to 

serve tea. The celebrations 

continued into the night with a huge 

campfire and more than a few songs. 

The Golden Girls 

Together Muriel Blue, Cath Breen and 

Phil Peach have shared almost 150 

golden years of guiding. 

Muriel and Cath are members of the 

Grace Bussell Trefoil Guild in our south 

west region. Recently, Cath received a 

40 year membership award from the 

trefoil guild and Muriel received a 50 

year award. Phil has only just retired 

after 28 years of service as leader of the 

1st Dunsborough Brownie Guides. Their 

friendships have lasted a lifetime. Isn't 

this what guiding is all about? 

Congratulations—you've really done us 

proud! 

Wow...look at her now! 

After discovering the fun the rest of the 

girls were having, nothing could stop 

Stacy Edwards from joining the 1st 

Melville Girl Guides. Stacy has been a 

proud member since 1975 and has 

made the most of all guiding has 

offered. She especially loved the craft 

activities, camps and badge work. 

It's not surprising that craft work 

captured Stacy's imagination. The girl 

guides allowed Stacy's creative talents 

to emerge and she received her early 

instruction in embroidery and cross 

stitch with her unit. 

Stacy has built on these skills and 

you should see the results! Her talents 

have found her creating some 

enormous quilts and fabulous throw 

over rugs. 

Today, Stacy is a computer operator 

with Town & Country Bank in Perth, and 

often on night shift, she can be caught 

filling in that last cross stitch. 

Talk about making good use of one's 

time! 

The state government has always 

been a great supporter of West 

Australian guiding. We have just 

secured a further three years 

funding, not only to continue our 

Outreach program, but also to 

develop and implement a new 

program for girls with special 

needs or social difficulties. 

Program co-ordinator, Anne 

Fyffe, is an experienced teacher 

of children with special needs 

and will develop this program with 

the Department of Family and 

Children's Services. 

The program is designed to 

help girls cope with the stresses 

of peer pressure, family 

relationships and behavioural 

difficulties. It will focus on 

increasing self-esteem, self-

respect and the development of 

coping skills. 

The 	government 	has 

challenged us to provide this 

service and the program will be 

open to guide members and non-

members. 

As leaders, I encourage you to 

refer girls from your unit, 

community or school who would 

benefit from this service. 

Those who are interested 

should contact Anne Fyffe 

through Guide House. 

I look forward to Seeing You in 

the City during Guide Week. 

Janis Wittber 

State Commissioner 
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FEATURE 

Around the world the 
Gumnut way! 

Tasmania's 1st Kingston Gumnut 

Guides enjoyed a trip around the world, 

visiting the Four World Centres and 

dropping in to meet six year old guides 

in several countries along the way. 

Before leaving Australia, girls were 

introduced the to the Four World 

Centres, prepared passports, each 

made a cardboard doll, learnt the first 

verse of the Four World Centre song 

and made up a pictorial jig-saw map of 

the world. 

At each country visited, they 

completed a craft or activity and played 

a game significant to the country. They 

also learnt the appropriate verse of the 

Four World Centre Song and made 

paper uniforms for the card dolls where 

six year old guiding was happening. 

Where possible, the country's opening 

and closing song/prayer was used. 

Take off 

The travelling Tasmanians met "Pippins" 

in New Zealand and had fun apple 

bobbing. "Sunflowers" greeted them in 

Mexico where they made pinatas, 

decorated sun hats and danced the 

Mexican Hat Dance. In the United 

States of America they found "Daisies" 

and in Canada played games with the 

"Sparks" and decorated Girl Guide 

biscuits. The biscuits, depicting six year 

old guides from around the world, were 

entered in the Royal Hobart Show. 

Amy's "Daisy" scout won 1st prize and 

Hannah received an honourable 

mention for her "Teddy" from Africa. As  

Gumnut Guides aim to "Care and 

Share", the prize money was used to 

buy each girl a small token from the 

Guide Shop. 

A very busy time was spent in the 

United Kingdom where the gumnut 

guides visited Pax Lodge, met the 

"Rainbow" guides and made Cornish 

pasties. They also took a quick trip to 

Ireland to met the "Ladybirds". At Our 

Chalet the girls played some snow 

games, learnt to say "hello" in French, 

and warmed up with a cup of cocoa and 

marshmallows. 

In the Netherlands they met the 

"Beavers" and made tulips from 

colourful plastic spoons. 

It was great to re-visit the "Teddies" in 

Africa—our unit had learnt about them 

previously when our theme was Teddy 

Bears. 

Eastern flavour 

On our visit to Sangam in India, they 

met with the "Bunnies" and made bread 

dough elephants with colourful braid 

and sequinned saddles. The last port of 

call was the Phillipines where they 

enjoyed banana fritters with the 

"Twinklers". 

International Bazaar 

The grand finale was an International 

Bazaar. Our brownie guide friends and 

guide and ranger guide helpers assisted 

us with this. Each guide patrol provided 

helpers to pitch tents and put up bunting  

and to man the Four World Centre tents, 

serving international fare. The ranger 

guides took charge of several games. At 

Sangam there was a giant sized snakes 

and ladders game, at Our Chalet, a 

French skittle game; at Pax Lodge, 

hopscotch; and at Our Cabana we hung 

our pinatas for hitting. 

Our focal point was a nativity set up 

under a cotoneaster tree. Two ranger 

guides strummed guitars and sang 

carols. The brownie guides and gumnut 

guides dressed in international 

costumes sold baskets of Christmas 

crafts and cookies. Leaders and parents 

helped with the cooking and our Division 

public relations representative, Jan 

Woolley, was very busy with her 

camera. District family and Friends of 

Guiding were invited and State 

International Adviser, Liz Moore, 

introduced two Kingston Guides, 

Andree and Georgia Innes, who had 

been selected to attend a guide camp in 

New Zealand in January. Profits from 

the evening were presented to Andree 

and Georgia. 

It was wonderful to see all sections of 

guiding together. The evening was a 

great opportunity for parents to mingle 

informally with leaders and to see the 

time and effort given by the leaders. 

They were able to experience the 

enjoyment our guiding offers and learnt 

of some of the opportunities guiding 

offers to their daughters. 

Peta Newton 

Tasmania 
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Together Alone 
ones from all over 

Victoria descended on 

"Mirrabooka" Brownie 

Guide Cottage to 

celebrate 	Thinking 

Day. 

Although many lones were meeting for 

the first time, any shyness was soon 

replaced by excited chatter 

expectation of the action—packed 

weekend ahead. 

A highlight of the weekend was a trip 

to the marine centre at Port Phillip 

where the more adventurous lones had 

hands—on fun with the marine life in the 

touch tanks. A ramble through the rock  

pools at Barwon Heads provided the 

ideal outdoor classroom to meet the 

anemonies, molluscs and fish of Bass 

Strait and learn about their environment. 

The lones spent a fascinating 

morning learning about international 

guiding. Session leaders shared travel 

adventures from the four world centres 

India, 

Switzerland and the United Kingdom 

were displayed and some lones were 

shown how a sari is worn. Don't be 

surprised if the next few years see more 

than a few lones making international 

travel plans! 

Another special moment saw 

Rebecca Kerboeuf from Mulwala 

receive her Queen's Guide Award. 

Members were keen participants in 

all activities, with new friendships 

forming as ideas and feelings were 

shared. 

Lones do their guiding in isolation, 

but they are not alone. These get 

togethers prove guiding is as special for 

these girls as it is for those who meet 

regularly. 

Marion Smith 

Lones Advisor, Victoria 

in Artefacts from Mexico, 

(:) Hands-on 
demonstrations s 

O Meet Australia's 
leading craft experts 

O Adults $9.00 Concessions $6.00 
Family $20.00 12 adults & 3 children under 16 yrsl 

Visit the fair with friends and save! 
Pre-booked groups of twenty or more 
people receive more than 20% off a 
full price adult ticket. 

For more information on group bookings, 
contact Expertise Events on (02) 9977 0888  The Quilters' Guild 

O Continuous 
workshops 

O Craft 
guilds 

cos / 	'96 
at the 
Sydney Exhibition Centre, Darling Harbour. 

July 18-21, 1996 

 

Info: Craft Hotline 
0055 24309 
(TM 55c per min. Mobile and pay 

phones extra) 
EXPERTISE Clients.  

"Setting the Standards" 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

4 

KENTHURST 
(ESTABLISHED 30 YEARS) 

Are you looking for something different 
for your weekend camp? 

JACKEROO RANCH offers 
• More than 100 ha secluded bushland 

on Cattai Creek, suitable for hiking, 
nature study and abseiling. 

• Large in-ground swimming pool. 
• Spacious village green type area for 

archery, ball games. 
• Bunkhouse accommodation for 60. 

PLUS 
Fifty well-mannered ponies to enable 
each guest to experience horse-back 
riding in a safe and caring environment. 

Tuition and helmets included. 

You cater or we do. 

JACKEROO RANCH 
McClymonts Road, Kenthurst 2156 

Phone (02) 654 9292 
AH (02) 654 9057 

FEATURE 
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W
hy me?", I thought when 

received a letter from 

the 	Tasmanian 

State Executive Officer 

advising me I had been 

nominated for a guiding 

award. 

On the night of the 

presentation. I still didn't 

believe I deserved this award, 

however, I was very eager to be 

there to collect my Certificate of Thanks 

(for what, I didn't know, but I hadn't done 

anything to expect an award like the 

Good Service award, as that's what it 

must be!). 

The night was extra special as my 

daughter Ineke was to receive the Toni 

Miller Award and nothing would have 

stopped me from being there for that. 

After we had been seated in the 

reserved seats (they, usually sit in the 

reserved seats—wow!), and looked at 

the program Ineke said "You've got a 

Banksia Mum!". Wow!—it wasn't a 

Certificate of Thanks but something 

really special! No, I was convinced I 

really didn't deserve it. 

When the award presentation began 

my brain went into shut down mode. 

Suddenly I was standing in front our 

Chief Commissioner. Janette Lockhart 

Gibson, 	stupidly 	whispering—"I 

shouldn't be here—I don't deserve this!" 

Janette is a very gracious person. 

She spoke to me in such a sincere, 

gentle way, I immediately felt happy 

about accepting it. She appreciated 

what I have been doing in my own 

backyard and I realised how wide and  

how supportive our guiding network is. 

During supper I kept protesting that I 

thought others more worthy than I was 

and they should have received the 

award. One leader expressed my 

feelings about my achievements in a 

nutshell—"You just got it for doing what 

comes naturally!" she said. And yes. she 

was right! 

I do and you do what comes 

naturally. We care, we share and we 

commit ourselves to what we believe 

in—guiding and a right way of living. 

Sometimes, however, I have doubts. 

My family has not always come first, 

neither has my own health or sanity. 

Guiding does put pressure on families, 

businesses, professions or employment. 

Now, however. when I have these 

doubts, I look at my Banksia Award and 

see it for what it is—tangible proof of the 

approval of my peers and knowledge 

that my small efforts are worthwhile. 

Nominate 

How do awards happen? 

Simple. 	Nominations, 

which can be made by 

anyone, are sent to your 

Division Commissioner 

and on to the Awards 

Committee for approval. The 

recipient knows nothing until it 

has been approved—then the letter 

arrives. 

Nominates can be put forward for a 

wide variety of reasons, whether it be for 

organising a large international event or 

just doing what comes naturally. 

Jan Kasteel 

Tasmania 

"Sometimes, 
when I have doubts, I look 

at my Banksia Award and see it 
for what it is—tangible proof of the 

approval of my peers and 
knowledge that my small 
efforts are worthwhile" 
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INTERNATIONAL 

Post Box News 
SUPER 

SEMAPHORE 

HE avalanche of mail I 

mentioned in my first 

message has arrived! 

Many guides all over 

the world want pen 

pals in Australia. My 

counterparts in those countries all say 

that Australia is seen as such an exotic 

place. Part of Australia's mystique for 

folk in the Northern Hemisphere is 

brought about by the sheer distance 

between Australia and their countries. 

They really do call us 'Down Under'! 

Have you or the girls you work with 

ever wondered what to write to your 

post box pen pals? Why don't you try 

thinking about the area of Australia in 

which you live and describe it as well as 

you can. Then you could compare it to 

the other parts of Australia. It may not 

seem all that interesting to you because 

you are familiar with it. Someone living 

on the other side of the world be 

interested in reading all about this 

fabulous country of ours. 

I suppose when you live in a freezing 

northern European country, North 

America or Africa, then Australia would 

seem exotic. The conditions here are so 

different—everything from beautiful 

beaches and the Great Barrier Reef to 

rugged high country and mountains, dry 

sandy deserts in the centre and the 

vastness of the west, lush and vibrant 

tropical rainforest, rolling pastures in the 

wheatbelt and farming communities, 

and the wonderful wilderness areas of 

the Northern Territory and Tasmania. No 

other country on earth has such a 

diverse catalogue of natural features or 

weather patterns within its borders. Is it  

any wonder that overseas guides want 

to know more about Australia? 

We live in a vast, unique island 

continent and share a wonderfully free 

and happy lifestyle compared to guides 

in many countries. Creating a friendship 

with those guides is a great way to 

further international understanding and 

extend the hand of friendship to a sister 

guide. 

Leaders, please encourage the girls 

in your units to participate in Post Box. 

Your state post box secretary will be 

delighted to assist you and quite soon 

their names and addresses will land on 

my desk. Once there I will do everything 

that I can to find links for them. They 

may be very lucky—there could be a link 

waiting for them! 

If girls will take a link in any country 

their requests will be met much sooner. 

If a specific country is required it can 

take some months. Some countries 

reply quite quickly, some do not, it 

depends on the system the country 

uses. Many overseas post box 

secretaries have said that Australia is 

recognised by others as having a very 

efficient system. This must mean that 

those of you with links have been very 

attentive to your letter writing. It also 

means that the state post box 

secretaries are doing a great job. Well 

done everyone! 

Would leaders please note and pass 

on: Girl Scouts USA will only link girls 

between 10 and 16 years. They will not 

link patrols, units or leaders. 

Pat James 

Australian Post Box Secretary 

Fun 
	

Easy 

12 WPM in 5 hours 

Kits and Training 
available from PO 162 

Narromine 2821 

Multicultural Days in 
May 1996 

May Day 

3 	Poland - National Day 

5 	Japan - Children's Day 

8 	World Red Cross Day 

12 	Mothers' Day 

12 	Paraguay - Independence 
Day 

15 	Buddhist - Vesak (Buddha 
Day) 

17 	Norway - National Day 

19 	Islam - New Year begins 

23 	Baha'i - Declaration of the 
Bab 

24 	Jewish - Shavouth (1st 
Day) 

25 	Jordan - National Day 

25 	Argentina - National Day 

25 	Christian - Pentecost 

25 	Islam - Ashura 

25 	Baha'i Ascension of 

Bah'u'llah 
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YOUR SAY 

  

   

BP's family 

r 

Tolerance 

Do you have the right to be moral? 

Do you have the right to 

condemn? 

Are all your mistakes so innocent? 

That you could never be one of 

them? 

But you shake your head so 

morosely 

and put a sad look in your eyes 

Then you blame it all on their 

background 

As if yours could have won some 

grand prize. 

You say 'How I wish they wouldn't 

it's something I'd never do' 

But if you have never been in their 

place 

Tell me, how can you claim that it's 

true? 

So take people just as you find 

them 

As part of a rich varied life 

Reach out and see where they 

come from 

and stop using your tongue like a 

knife. 

Fay Sherwood 

Assistant Leader 

1 Portland Guides  

WHY is there such a large competitive 

streak between the Scout and Guide 

Movements? It seems to have worsened 

over the last few years. Maybe it has 

always been there, and I have only 

noticed it since I became an Australian 

Scout Leader. I am also a ranger guide 

leader. Yes, I may be crazy, but I hold 

two warrants. Some time back I was 

asked by a Scouter where my loyalty 

lay, and my answer was "with the 

children". Surely I shouldn't have to 

make a choice like that. Have we 

forgotten that we both make the same 

Promise and attempt to live by the same 

set of Laws, and that the same man 

founded both Movements? 

Recently I had some of our guides 

and ranger guides involved with a Gang 

show. The guides were constantly 

harassed about the colour of their 

uniform and told to "join the right team". 

The guides started to question their 

choice of Movements; two of them did 

change "colour" and went on to become 

Venturers. Is this the right way to get 

new recruits? If a young person comes 

to me and asks where they should go, I 

tell them what both Movements offer 

and leave the choice up to them. Isn't it 

better to recruit brand new members 

than poach the same territory? We need 

to grow, and swapping members does 

not increase our numbers. 

I was shown an advertisement in a 

school magazine for the recruitment of 

Venturers: "If you want to make 

Christmas cards and paper dolls, join 

the guides, but if you want to go rock 

climbing, abseiling, ice skating, go-

carting, horse riding and other 

adventurous activities, come along to 

Venturers." 

I don't think this Scouter has ever 

looked at a guide program or what it 

offers. Yes we do go abseiling, 

canoeing, rock climbing, hiking etc. We 

do not sit and knit at every meeting, and 

if we do knit, it would be to make a rug 

which would then be presented to an 

aged home. Is this not service, and what 

Scouting and guiding are all about? I am 

very proud to belong to both Movements 

and I do not see my role as having a foot 

in both camps. We have many activities 

together and both my ranger guide unit 

and Scout Troop enjoy each other's 

company, but also enjoy their own 

identities. Could we not respect each 

other, have a little more togetherness 

and be taught to realise that we are all 

members of Lord and Lady Baden-

Powell's family? When I hear stories 

about rangers being warned not to go to 

Dragon Skin because they will get 

"heaps" from the Venturer girls, it makes 

me very sad. 

Let's get on with the job of producing 

an exciting program and keeping the 

young people in both Movements. 

Maybe it all stems from the age old 

male-female competition. My husband 

certainly enjoys the fact that I learnt to 

sew on buttons. I get on very well with 

my fellow Scout Leaders (men) and I 

hope respect the difference in our 

gender. 

I would like something added to the 

Scout and guide training to emphasise 

that we respect one another, and try to 

work a little more closely together. Both 

Movements have falling membership. 

Let's concentrate on brand new recruits 

and not worry about which association 

they choose. 

Sue Strom 

1st Thornleigh Ranger Guides, NSW 
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YOUR SAY 

Balloons galore! 
Brownies 

Brownie's help and care all day 

Helping is their favourite way 

They do kind deeds, all day long 

In being kind they are very strong 

They try to be best friends to all 

They range from fat, thin, big and 

small 

They're kind and friendly to 

everyone 

They play and have a lot more fun 

Their motto is to lend a hand, 

To follow it is what they plan. 

Brownies always are a friend. 

I can't continue this poem must 

end. 

Edwina Dohle 

First Mortlake Brownie Guide Unit 

New South Wales 

Change 

Things are changing so very fast 

And change is often sad. 

But we must ne'er forget the past, 

Or forget what makes us glad. 

With open hearts our minds will run, 

Our brains can expand and dream, 

Absorb ideas like rays of sun, 

To be as clear as a mountain stream. 

But when you think it's hard to smile, 

When things are all at sea, 

Stop and think and pause a while, 

And just do what comes naturally! 

Jan Kasteel 

Tasmania  

THIS is just quick letter to thank the 

originators of the "International Balloon 

Game" which appeared in the February 

issue of GiA. I will admit, I did make 

some changes—my balloons had small 

cards marked "A" or "B" inside. After the 

balloon was popped, guides selected a 

card from either pile A or pile B. The 

questions then had to be matched with 

the answers (no mean feat). 

The guides really enjoyed popping 

the balloons! I still have the scar on my  

two middle fingers from the blisters I got 

putting the 2 cm x 2 cm A and B cards 

into the balloons (not as easy as it 

sounds!) 

However, thank you again for a 

wonderfully simple concept that was so 

much fun. 

Elizabeth Moran 

Leader 1A Roseville Guides 

New South Wales 

Have you climbed any mountains lately? 
Last year I was interviewed by a doctoral student doing research into 

women's leadership in non-profit organisations. At the time I was totally 

involved with Forward with Fundamentals and my thoughts about guiding 

were evolving like our new program. 

I was asked: When you think about leadership in the organisation, what 

images or symbols come into your mind? 

Promise and Law came first to mind and then an image which so fits the 

philosophy of guiding I learnt as a child, which still applies today and will be 

just as suitable in the future. This is what I answered. 

"When I think about leadership I see two people standing side by side at 

the base of a huge, craggy mountain. One is taller than the other. Together 

they step forward, climbing steadily, each supporting the other emotionally 

and physically. The smaller one falters sometimes and the other reaches 

out a hand to help her. Onward they go. As they climb towards the summit, 

the smaller one seems to grow, in confidence, size and strength. The 

summit is in sight and our climbers pause. The taller one lifts her hand and 

points to the summit. With a gentle smile she encourages the other 

onwards. The smaller one climbs on alone, reaches her goal and realises 

her dreams." 

The two people in my image are a leader and a girl. What is really 

important about this image is that the two people work side by side with a 

common aim. It fits beautifully with Creating our Future and yet I first had 

this image when I was a guide in the 1960s. What does that tell you? I 

believe it means that the aims and principles of guiding have not changed 

one little bit. 

Have you been mountain climbing lately? Get ready, the new program 

will give you plenty of opportunities. 

Pat James, Queensland 
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GIRL GUIDES 

brings 
it's own rewards 

and so does 

guiding 
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We're behind the 
Guides all the way 

F or one hundred years the name 
'A.J. Parkes' has stood behind 
medals, medallions and badges for 
community groups, companies, 
clubs, and organisations just like the 
Guides. 

And just like the Guides, we are 
proud of the work we do. That's why 
you'll find our name on many of the 
country's best awards. 

A.J. Parkes & Co. Pty. Ltd. Ph: (07) 3277 2111 Fax: (07) 3277 9258 
ACN 009 666 335 
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